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OKLAHOMA STATE
COMPLETES WORK

PADUCAH, KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. MARCH 16. 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

1CONTRACT IS LET
FOR CLUB'S HOME

Constitution Provides For Initiative and Referendum

Woman's Club and Advisory
Board Take Action

rrohiblitkm Exists, (for Twenty4)11e
Years and Provision Made for
Schools.

Harry George an d Louis Green Will
Do Work As Planned By
W. L. Brainerd.

DELEGATES

FINE

RETURNING HOME.

SCHEME

OF

PLAYING WITH EDGED TOOLS.

un.
10 CENTS PER WEEK
• --

PEOPLE ABANDON
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO
'Water Supply is Cut Off anti
Factories Inundated--Business Suspended
WHOLE VALLEY IS SUBMERGED

INTERIOR

Wheeling Has Big Loss By lire and
Water and Score Are Drowned
,
in Tide.
1

Guthrie, Okla., March 16.—After
Generally fair and warmer tonight
The executive board of the WornHighest temperature an% club met last night, at the -nome
a session of ILO, days, the constitu- and Sunday.
of the president, Mrs. James A. Rudy,
i'%i)tUtH
tional convention of Oklahoma today yesterday, 62; lowest today, 40.
ESCAPES
DANGER
609 Kentucky avenue, in consultafinished the document and adjourned
tion with the advisory board of the
GRAIN MARKET.
until April 16, when they will reclub, who are: Messrs. James A.
Cincinnati, March 16.—Wheat
l'ortsniouth.
16.—linicenach.
convene to formally sign and subnalt
Rudy, I. D. Wilcox, John S. Bleeck793i; corn, 51: oats, 47.
t of the river today caused
SUSer,
John
G.
Miller,
W. F. Paxton, C.
the constitution to the people.
Ision of the water works. All the
F. Rieke, George C. Wallace. James
Thenew state Is divided into sevCALIA4 TUESDAY.
ntilittifaet ut•ing
establishments are
Weille, George Langstaff, R. B. Philenty-five counties, with the county
16.—
March
Wm% n gton
surrounded by water and compelled
lips, J. C. Flournoy,
scoe
Burnett,
seats located temporarily. There are
Prtuk1ent Mellen, of the New
to closes The north end of the city
Joseph L. Friedman, A. . Meyers.
five supreme court districts. Under
York, New Haven & Hartmord
is inundated. INsiple wer•• warned
The bids for the contrac
or
rethe present apportionment Oklahoma
railroad, has made an appointand left the city last night.
modeling the building recently 'urwill have five representatives in conment to call on the president at
chased by the club, and converting
gress, although the population readsthe white house Tuesday.
Fire Danger,
into an up-to-date Woman's club
ed fully 1;500.000. The state is diMcheespoint, Pa., March 16.— 1.
house were opened and read. There
vided Into forty-one senatorial disCAMBRIDGE WINS.
fire broke out ttr
were four local firms or contractors
in th
tin' business
tricts and 105 legislative districts.
s'
Z
A
London, March 16.— Camblock, containing to offices and 2.1
represented the bid of Harry George
The capital. remains at the present
bridge won the annual Camfamilies. The water supply was cut
and Louis Green was the lowest and
Oklahoma territorial seat of governbridge-Oxford boat race on the
off and only chemical engines were
was accepted. The contracts were all
—Jarsile,on in Pittsburg Dispatch.
ment—Guthrie--until 1310.
Thames today by four lengths.
available. Pittsburg was - appealed to
closed today and the work on the
Initiative and referendum adopted.
for aid. After a stubborn tight the
building will begin the first of next
The Oklahoma plan provides that S
LONDON FIRE.
flames were confined to the building
week. It is hoped to have the house
per cent. ortlie' people may initiate
London, March 16.—London
ready for occupancy in about two
where _dry_ origina ted__
_
tiny legislative proposition and VS
was visited today by tete of the
months. Mr. W.L. Brainerd lathe
-----.,_
Per cent. may propose a constitutional.
mote disastrous fires in recent
4rchitect, and has given his services
Prom the comparativey small rise
provision. The referendum may be
years. The blase started in a
free of charge to the Woman's club.
of 0.9 yesterday, the river leaped up
ordered by the state legislature or inlumber yard and spread rapidly.
The building Purchased by the club
2.2-today. The first effect of the wavoked_py 5 per cent. of the qualified
A dozen buildings were destroyis the Greif home on Kentucky aveter above was felt In the last 24
electors of the state. The powers of
ed. The loss is estimated at
nue near Sixth street, and has a fine
hours and from now on with the volProminent Man Charged With County AsseMer Wes Trout- Last Week s Precedent
the InitJative and referendom are exlocation. The designs for the immillion.
Fol- ume of water above, clear of any
tended to the counties and municiprovements are extensive and will
Detaining a Woman Against man Completes
al Show- lowed by This Week's Rec- additions from rains, the river will
palities on local issues.
make it a very handsome and conLID IS ON.
rise here. The stage this morning was
Her
'A
ill
Released
on Pay- ing $12,200,000 In ding ord In Amount of Money 33.9,
Hand in hand with the Initiative
venient club house. The entrance will
Goldfield, Nev.. March 16.—
twelv
feet lower than the
and referendum is a mandatory pribe a pretty colonial column effect.
Aside from saloons and gambment of Fine
January flood stage. It will be eight
Real
and
Personalty
Handled
mary system.
On the right band of the lower hall
ling houses, not a business house
days before the last of the water at
One of the remarkable features
is the office and back of it, a cloak
is open in Goldfield today. This
Cincinnati and Pittsburg can pass
that developed 10 the constitutional
room for gentlemen. On the left side
is a result of the resolution passPaducah, and with the uncertainties
NEWS FROM C.A./...14>W&V COUNTY, a.1.44 NOT COMPLETED WORK.
convention was the projected
GREA
of the lower floor will be the audiTOBACCO MOVEMENT. of spring weather, another
pured by merchant5 and mine ownheavy rise
chase of the segregated coal and astorium, over sn feet in length, which
ers to the effect that no one beabove may come to replace the one
phalt :ands of the Indian Territory.
will be used for concerts, lectures,
longing to the Industrial Worknow coming down. In that event the
It is estimated that the lands can
recitals, all large club affairs, and
Murray, Ky. March 16—(Special.)
ers would be empldyed in any
A total raise of $1,500,000 was Bank clearings ....
January stage will be exceeded.
...15850,617
can be rented for cotillions, debut —The neighborhood of Kirkeey, Cal- made this year in the county tax asbe bought for something like $10.capacity in this camp.
The river reports yesterday show. 613,264
000.44.4. It is proposed to sell the
parties, etc. Up stairs, on the right loway county, has been excited this sessment. The assessment was to- Same week last year ..
ed as heavy a spurt in the upper
surface rights and retain the mineral
hand Is the small club room, for week over the arrest of Horace taled this morning by County AssesHELIOON HALL BURNS.
Cumberland as occurred In the upproperties and output as a permanent
club meetings, back of it is the la- Phelps, on the charge of detaining a sor J. Wes Troutman after two
Increase
per Ohio. The Tennessee river also
New York, March 16.—Foldles' cloak room. Across the hall is woman, preferred against him
school endowment. To occasion the
is rising all along the line, the conlowing the mysterious explosion
by Weeks' toll over the books. lie will
success of the project it is proposed
a large dining room with the pantry Mrs. Lola Reynolds. Both the par- not have the personalty separated
ience being that these tributarlea
which tore away the front part
More than the bank clearings is
and kitchen attached. The finishing ties are members of prominent fam- from the real estate assessment
to sell the Oklahoma school land's
of Helicon Hall, Upton
Sin
until not needed to illustrat,' the magnifi- are a dug more than a normal quota
of all this will be of the very best ilies. The case was heard yesterday :ate this afternoon, and will
and use the money in the purchase.
do river. The rise in the
Chair's socialistk• colony, at Ennot be cent volume of business in Paducah. to the
and In eve' way artistic and sub- and a compromise was effected by the ready to make a
Oklahoma will enter the Union as
ver yesterday was not
gli•wood, N. J., it was totally defull report before The million dollars clearings last Mississippi
.fa
stantial.
The especial committee defendant paying a tine of $60.
a prohibition state. The terms of
stroyed by fire early today. FifMonday.
this river will keep
week, with over three quarters of a so large and
fromthe advisory board who will asthe enabling act provide that prohiMr. -Rube Walker, a prominent
ty-five persons, who composed
This year the assessment of Mc- million dollars this week, reflects a down to a norma .tage for another
sist the woman's board In the detail farmer of near Blood. Calloway coun- Cracken county
bition shall exist in the Indian Territhe settlement, narrowly escaped
is $12.200,000. Last period of the greatest activity in the week, the river at Oitslicah will he
tory for a period of twenty-one years.
with their lives. Stoeral were , Aork are: Messrs. James A. Rudy, ty, was badly injured Wednesday and year it was $10,700,0010.
commercial history
of the
city. able to take care of as `rgitch water
eorge Langstaff, and I. D. Wilcox. is In a serious condition. With his
painfully injured by jumping.
tngovenl.
There is no inflation by extraordinary as tit January with lca
.Mr. Harry George. who secured son, he was engaged
in driving I. C. OFFICIALS COMING
deals. Scarcely anything unusual has ence. Salvation for the present c
BREWERY 'WORKERS' SCALE
the contract, Is a prominent Central stakes, when the mall his son was
In the shape of pretty weather.
N
MORE MINE HORRORS.
SIGNED FOR THREE YEARS.
ON SPECIAL TRAIN TODAY occurred to eause a ripple In finanLabor Union man, he has recently as- using slipped from his hands and
Predictions by local river men vaBerlin, March 16.—Two mincial affairs. It simply is the result of
sociated with him Mr. Louis Green struck the elder
widely as usual. No lower stage
Walker
growth along normal lines. Tobacco
ing disasters, which, It is feared,
\
in
the
Local brewery workers have agreed
Paducah will be honored by a visIn partnership. Mr. George had the breast, knocking him senseless.
has been heavily marketed. Building than at present Is expected by any
will entail it IONONI of nearly 100
to a scale for the next thee years. J.
from
it
either
W.
J.
Harahan
or
I.
G.
contract for
building
the parish
Hon. T. A. Mil:er, former repre•perations have kept a:I mechanics of them for at :east a week, and
lives, are reported today. A fire
C. Gedeker of St. Louts, representing
Rawn. vice presidents of the Illinois
house of Grace Episcopal church, of sentative from Calloway county,
It will require
and allied industries In full employ- probably ten days.
in
damp explosion In a mine at La.
the International- union, was here.
Central road today. Local officials do
which Mr. Brainerd was the archi- the state legislature, is low
ment. The money turned Into circu- that length of time for the water
of conrain killed 65, injured 12 minThe scale calls for two trips a day
not know just who is on the train,
tect. It is a handsome and well con- sumption, and his death
lation by the pay car yesterday on above to travel the five hundred
it momentarces, and an elevator in a mine
for the route men. Telephone wagand know nothing definitely about
structed building, one of the most ily expected.
the Illinois Central, hardly has af- miles between 'here and Pittsburg.
at St. John dropped a thousand
ons quit at 9 o'clock from April 1 to
the movement except that It will arcity-like in Paducah.
fected this week's clearing's, because Many r'ver men expect as high a
The pitplie of the colored High.
feet, killing 21 occupants of the
October 1. Engineers and firemen
rive from Cairo, this afternoon late
--sehoo: held interesting exercises at
they are computed only up to Friday stage here as In January, while oth.
cage.
get a It hour watch. After April 1.
and remain here until Sunday mornFORMER PADUCAHAN TO
house
night, and the merchants did not deopera
the
lase
night.
C.
W.
1909, all employes get 10 per cent.
ing at 9 o'clock. "The vice-president
(Continued on pew tour.)
MARRY HOPTOWN GIRL Merriwether, of Paduceh, delivered
posit Friday's business in any deIncrease in wages. Bottle shop men,
READY FOR PANIC.
and party will move /rota Cairo to
gree
address
until
the
of
the
occasion.
today.
The
river
paying
is
13-hour day and set scale $10 30 per
Havana, Merril 16.—BankPaducah on Saturday and from PaCOMPLAINT OF GRAIN MEN.
Mr. J. W. Robertson. formerly of
an important pait in the city's presers are withdrawing loans and
week,
ducah to Louisville on Sunday mornPaducah,
but
now
ent
of
Pine
prosperity.
Bluff.
There
are
no
"good
making preparations to face a
HORSE 1,0VERS
ing." This is the wording of the telArk., passed through Paducah this
old days" on the river now, for they Kentuckians Lay C111144. Ilefon• Inter.
panic, which they fettr will folegram. Mr. F. B._Harrimart, general
Mrs Anna Sanders Itarishill.
state Commerce Contattisstan,
morning en route to Hopkinaville to
date
from this year. Records are below the closing of the sugar
Organ I
M114/ I.4•14144. old Fair Ground manager Of the road, Is known to be
A telegram was received this mornWashington,
marry
March
Miss
Nina
Blane,
I r. --Comfell
a
popular
established
In many lines for the
season, It is estimated five milfor Training.
on the train. The special will
ing by Mr. Elijah Baker announcing
he
plaints of exceaelve freight charges
young woman of that city, the daughcity.
With
the
opening
of
spring,
lion dollars were lost here this
The l'aducah Matinee club, an or- made up of three private cars and
the death of his slater, Mrs. • Anna
and discrimination in the shipment of
ter of a well known physician. Mr
avek as the result of panic in
anisation composed of local horse the object of the officials trip to many plans that sill sustain the
Senders Barnhill, at Los Angeles,
Robertson was formerly a fireman
conditions now, will he tinder way grain from Kentuckyto points in the
the New York stock tnarket.
lovers, has leased the old (err grounds Louisville Is not known.
Cal., last night. Mrs. Barnhill went
on the Illinois Central running out
southern and southeastern parts of
and extend through the summer.
site, on Jefferson street from DT:
west three years ago. Mr. Charles
the country were filed with the Interof Paducah and was injured several
Caldwell's estate. and *HI have the "WALTER" WILL RECOVER.
Baker, her brother, left March lt5 for
years ago by a mail crane. He hears
commerce commission today.
state
REN
WEILLE
APPOINTED
track and stables put into shape for
California. Lung trouble was the
FROM INJI-RIES YESTERDAY
the distinction of carrying several
They were entered by Waller Young
ON
(5)01)1DOA
DS
BOARD.
use at once. It Is the object of the
elfitae of Mrs. Bernh III's feat h. She
yards of silver wire in his face, nec& Co., of .Morganlield. Ky., A. Walassociation to provide a speed track
was .50 years old and was born In
"Walter", the horse Injured Yesessary in dressing the wounds. He is
ler & Co, of Henderson,' Ky.. anti
Paducah
antomohilists
for the owners of fast horses to train terday In the accident to the aerial
will take
-Skivanneh. Tenn. Her body will arnew in the blacksmith business.
Hart Bros.' Grain company. of Padurenewed
Interest
in
and
the
their
exercise
horses
and
to
subject
ar- truck at Fourth and Kentucky aveof
rive Thursday and the burial
will
cah. Ky., against the Illinois Central
good
loads
since the city has been
range a series of driving matinees for nue, is sore, and nervotte thie morntake place at Savannah, Tenn.
Railroad company, the Southern RAID-SUNDAY IS MT. PATRICK'S
the slimmer.
ing. Ha Is reported one of the finest honored bv a representation on the
road company. the St. Louis and San
Mayfield, K)., March 16.- 18PerDAY IN THE MORNING.
good
roads
hoard of the American
The membership fee will be nom- horses in the department., and Chief
GOOD COUNTY SCHOOLS
Francisco company. the
tall---The. plant of the Beaumont
Nashville,
inal, and will entitle the holder of Wood was glad that the injurlea will Automobile association, being the
UNDER srpr. BILLINGTON Soap company was destroyed by fire
Tomorrow, March 17, Is St. PatChattanooga
& St. Lou:s Rbilway
only
city
in Kentucky thus honored.
ticketa to the use of the track and not permanently Injure him. It will
company and the Central of Georgia
early this morning, The loss Is rick's day, but aside from the wearthe stables
he weeks before he is able to work Mr. Ben Weille has received notificaExcepting the Oak Grove school about $20,000 with a small amount ing of the shamrock and a few social
'Railway company. The commission
tion
that
he is a member.
Some of the men Interested In the again, and Chief Wood brought In
house In the Eleventh district, every of inenrance.
functions at private residences, the
Mr. Weille will Immediately com- Is asked to give the firms reparation
organisation are George 'H. Goodman, "Dick," an extra horse from the
county schas5 $ has closed after one
from the railroads on shipments of
The pint wag purchased a few day will not be observed by the Irish
municate with clubs at
Otis Thompson. Wynne Tuliey. ,11. B. farm.
hotilawille
of the best seasons In the history of ruonths.ago by T. J. Murphy the In Paducah. No special features have
grain on which exceseive rates are
and
Lexington
and
Recur°
Phillips,
B.
0.
Gregory, Joseph L
their oo(We stools, under 8. J. Billington, low)er, for $4,000.
-been prepared. and the day falling on
alleged
to have been charged, to esoperation In a systematic agitation
Friedman, Virgil Sherrill.
WASP 31.‘Y COME TUESDAY
county superintendent. His up-toSunday will be probably quieter than
tablish lust and reasonable rotten on
for
better
roads.
The
ACCORDING
local club will
TO TELEGR A.M.
date methods have been beneficial PHONY ISOIAAR GETS
usually. For several years no big
futtto MihIpmenta and to prevent disAccording to replies received here be revived.
STUTZ CANDY COMPANY
Superintendent Billington
has all
criminations against the complainNEGRO BOY'INTO TROl'IlLE. celebrations -have been held In Paduby
the
INCORPORA
Commercial club and Minor
TED TODAY
ready for mailing blanks necessary
ants,
Luther 8pratts, colored, a -porter cah due to the fact that Irish socieYelper from the commander of the CHALLENGE To WRESTLE.
In taking the cenime and enumera- at McPherson's drug store, is under ties are not strongly organized
In
incorporation
Articles
gunboat
of
Wasp, It Is possible that the
of the P.
WINII COAST CHAMPION.
tors will start the work April 1.
arrest charged with passing a coun- Paduesh.
ANOTHER RESIDENCE
Stutz Candy company were filed little warship will visit Paducah next
.11`.4411fferce
-Tititrii
51.iralf-T6r7ltirtsr 7:17—
nt
-m, of Loir- Angeles,
Con- -IrO7--rtiii
IllaUlt Daughter.
noeenee and declarer; be will prove
Rad Corineettons.
eapitalised
stock
The
gressman
$5.000
Is
Hemen
at
Cal..
dichampion
way
are
1411Ce0M8f
Middleweikbt wrest11 I,
An Infant daughter of Mr. and an alibi. The negro Is alleged
City Solicitor James Campbell, .1r ,
to
Thls morning the fast Memphis- vided into shares of $100 each. Fol- she wtil
proceed to Evansville and ler of the Pacific coast. Is in
Mrs. Albert Berry. of 524 South have gone to George Jones'
the Is preparing to build
fruit Louisville flyer, No. m4. over the Il- lowing is a list of the
a nee-residence
stockholders: polielbty Lank/rine. The laud peo- city and challenges any local *spiral&
Fourth street, died this morning and stand on market at noon and
o propartpatanded to WIN Way bepasted linois Central was delayed south of P. E. Stott, 44: Albert R.
ple
are not desisting in their torte. to a match, catchee-eateh-cen, at
Hawkins,
was burled in Mt. Carme) cemetery a lead dollar on Emma
te/eels the intaitUter
Jones, the 9- Paducah several noir, by bad conSt MAY26.. and Lucy P. Stun 10 shares of since receiving such encouraging 165 or int pounds. Orman cation*
this attention.
or Yeitter and J.
difughter of the frult dealer. nettiOns.
rtterback on Lk*,
stock.
ewe.
may be sddreseed to rift RUN.
,•
bill overlooking Wallace park.

KIRKSEY PEOP
'TAX ASSESSMENT IBANK CLEARINGS
HAVE A SCADAL
MILLION HIGHER SHOW LARGE GAIN

••
•

•

"WIELD FIRE
COSTS $20,000

11••••.... wet%

•

44

I

•

VAIN I'Wes

PAIX7CATI FIVENTY0Jr

theKentucky

SATURDAY, MARCH I.

••••••••••

ter with her picquest comedy, returned last night and presented -The
Player Maid" for a second engagement, tier success was so certain
last ._1:•-on that it Is no surprise that
last night's audience reiterated its
Carouser emphatic approval. It la reTHE K.ENTITHY.
Tonight, Mark-Leone Company in "A lief in times like the present. when
the stage Is a riot of musical comedy
Bachelor's
Moeda, (matinee. and night) The awl cheap dramatic effect, to find an
artist who clings to welt: defined and
Dandy Dixie Minstrels.
legitimate
standards.
"Strome.
Edeson
Rohert
in
Tuesday,

crats: Williams and Stevens, comic
4014004400.4:44440.44.04:400!
impersonators; Tony Trio, dare-devil
ei•robsts;
Benny
Jones,
the
Texan
BOTH PHONEld 548.
teaser; James Crosby, the elongated
eccentric dancer; H. S. Wooten, the
•
Don't neBlect your cougg.
Indian Territory tenor; John Pram,C0
Pin the world renown acrobatic cont4,
edY juggler; the Oklahoma octette,
Statistics show that in New York City
and the "Cotton Pickers' Hand," the
daddy of them all, led by Robert
4,
alone over 200 people die every week from
And
Leach the colored Creators.
consumption.
The "Dixies" will be the attraction next Monday matinee and night
-Miss L`a..;s does this in
heart."
Wedueetlay. 1.ecture, S. H. Clark, un- Malloy's four-act costume comedy. at the Kentucky.
And the same fine cast they
And most of these consumptives might
der the auspices of The Woman's There ls nothing complicated either
had with them or their for.11
in
Club.
construction
climax
or
in "The JAPANFJSE LABORERS BARRED.
mer engagement in Paducah.
be living now if they,had not neglected the
Thursday (matinee and night) Miss Player _Maid."
It moves smoothly
EXCURSION TO
.1
warning cough.
Florence Davis in The Player along. It is exquisitely temple and Presklent's Order Forbids Orientals
Maid."
this very simplkity is the chief charm
By request. the eompany %till reCrossing American Line.
Friday night, Richard & Pringle's of Miss Davis' performance. She is
peat the performence of Wednesday
You know how quickly Scott's
Minstrels.
like no one else. She is surely hernight, presenting,
Washington, March 1G.—President
Via Illinois Central Railroad.
Saturday (matinee and night) Mack- self in the role of Mistress, Eleanor RO011eTtit
Emulsion enables you to throw off a
today limed an executive
Leone Company in "Browns he Hallman.
Her ingenious acting is order directing that Japanese
or KoTown."
cough or cold.
delightfully appealing and her per- rean laborers,, skilled
and unskilled,
sonality is as pleasing to the eye as who have received passports
to go to
Mack-Leone company.
her performance is to other senses. Mexico, Canada or ,Hawsti, and to
ALL DRUGGISTS I SOc. AND $1.00.
ROUND (t#
.
1
A visit to "The Kentucky" was Elliott Dexter, an. actor of admirable
come therefrom, be refused perm'sfully worth while last evening, when Schooling, gives excellent support. It
TRIP . . 44911%.,
%ion to enter the *rontinetttal terriWillard Mack Maude Leone and is between the two that the destiny
Popular Prices
tory of the United States.
company
offered a praise-meriting of the comedy is worked out, slid Mr.
Authority to refuse permission to
15c, 25c, 35c and 50c. Special Train leaves Paducah at 8 a. m
performance of "The Christian." Dexter, while giving to Miss Davis evthe classes of persons cited by the
Arrives at St. Louis 2:30 p. m.
Seats on sale at Box Oflice.
This drama is one that is quite at ery opportunity of focusing attention
president to enter the continental terthe mercy of the Players presenting upon herself, preserves his own perritory of the United, Statist; is conIt for its lines and action may be sonality in a way that vindicates his
tained in the immigration bill apTickets good returning on
easily turned into rant and melodra- own art." At the Kentucky Thursproved Feb. 2,0.
all trains up to and including
ma in the effort to obtain effect. It day matinee and night.
It was incorporated in that measwas, therefore, a relief last night to
Monday, March 25, 1907.
-HENRY B. HARRIS
ure at the refit:teat of the president
find the members of the company
PRESENTS THE
Dandy Dixie Minstrels.
and In fuhll:ment of it ieronlise he
I No baggage will be checked
approaching the difficult tasks imCELEBRATED
made to Mayor Schmitz and the
After
an
all-summer.r
uu
atoll
the
I on these tickets, nor will they
posed by almost every role, in
a
AMERICAN
school
board of ,San Francisco durNew
York
theater,
the
Dixie
Dandy
careful, earnest manner, the result of
ACTOR
he good on Jeeping cars.
minkatreis began its regular season ing their negotiations at the white
which was a satisfying, often impresbottie, If the San Francisco authoriFor further particulars apsive, rendition. The third act has a at Washington, D. C., on Au-gust 4,
ties wourid rescind their action on
starting
a
tour
of
every
important
tense, gripping interest almost painply to
the school question.
ful 4s it approaches the climax in city in the United States and being
Coincident with this order -the
booked solid to June 310. After this
)
.I. T. DONOVAN, Agent, Paducah, Ky.
which Mr. Mack and
Miss Leone
president,
has directed dismissal of
remarkable
tour
will
have
been
showed tq thorough advantage. It
R. M. PRiTHER, T. A., Union Dept
would be hard to choose between the made the same organization intact the two suits filed in San Francisco
work of these two artists, last even- will visit Europe, Asia, South Africa, at the direction of the department of
ing, both of whom displayed con- Manila and the Hawaiian Islands, re- justice, which had in view the testIN
vincing emotional power. This even- turning to San Francisco. Besides ing of the question of the treaty
THE AMERICAN
ing the company repeats the bill of being equipped with a pretentious rights of Japanese chihren to enter
COLLEGE PEAT
last Wednesday. "A Bachelor's Ro- production of scenery, costumes and the whi'e schools.
KATI:NEB AND NIGHT.
San Prancieco, March
1G.—late
THAT HAS ACHIEVED SUCCESS
mance." The rough weather which electrical effects, the Dandy Dixie
THE EMINENT COMEDIENNE
FOR THE PAST THREE SEASONS
prevailed then, kept many from wit- minstrels tratel in a handsome $20.- today nine little Japanese girls, who
EVERYWHERE
nessing this pleasing comedy, so that 0.04 Pullman car, "The Dandy." The had applied for admission to the Redmorning,
it is still almost in the nature of a personnel Or the company includes: ding primary school this
new piece here. Those who saw it Campbell brothers, the black aristo- were admitted after an examination
as to their knowledge of the English
found the piece, not on:y amusing
SI"PPORTE1) BY
language.
and entertaining, but also a happy
vehicle for the tatent'and personality
BY
of Mr. Mack and Miss Leone, offerSQUiliftETA
'WM. C. DE MILLE,
HAVE BACHELOR'S HOME
ing, too, good opportunity for the
AM) AN EXCEPTIONALLY
"The Best Comedy Drama on the
supporting cast.
STRONG COMPANY IN
PRESIDENTS
Stage."—Public Opinion of 1005.
Tullahoma, Tenn., March
16.—
THE BRILLIANT ROMANTIC
VVestley Ogles, a farmer living near
Unique Points in Stronsheart.
PRICES-25c, 35c, 50e, 75c, $1.00
COMEDY
here, is looking for a "Pied Piper"
No scene In any drama on the
and $1.00 and $2.00.
_WILL
to relieve Isis home not of. rats, but
PI stage today is as full of keen interSeats on sale Monday 1) a. m.
of flying squirrels. Ogles is a bachest as the "football" scene in "Strong
elor and there Is no one at his home
est
as the "football" scene In
(By I;ouise
)
THE_
The adage which advises people
when be comes from work, and so the
"Strongiaeart", presented in this city
St
str-rALL
Who live in g:ass houses not to throw THE PLAY THAT TOOK NEW
%
on Tuesday night. All episodes of
!squirrels took possession of the house
stones will have to be revised. The
YORK BY STORM.
and the more the celibate has tried
college life are keenly alive with en47
glass that is now used in Making
thusiasm because youth is ever exIto get rid of them the more they
Literary
Gem
A
and
Dramatic
a
Mashouses is not breakable. It looks
•
uberant, and in no college episode
have annoyed him. OgI6 says that
like white marble and is used in the terpiece, Scintillating with Wit; Com,11.213..g
he will now make one more deepere
plications and Ludicrous Situations, can the wittiness and gayety
and
•
same way as that material.
health of the American young man
ate effort to drive his unwelcome visCOMPLETE PRODUCTION.
itors from his home, and if unsucNOTHING BUT PR.A.ISE be made ^o obvione as daring a footOnly One "BROMO QAMNE"
ball game. Robert Meson's great vecessful, will tear' down the shanty
BIG BARGAIN MATINEE
That is LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine.
hicle, while seemingly serious, is in
Similarly named remedies sometimes
and go out west.
25c TO ALL.
1,6113TR
Y::
deceive. The first and original Cord Night Prices 2.1r, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 reality full of breezy comedy, in that
Tablet is a WHITE PACKAGE with
it
reflects youthful college life. The
and $1.50.
Hart Wins in Second.
black and red lettering, and bears the
ttERATUFkE
Seats on sale Wednesday, 9 a, m. trainirrg quarters of Columbia UniHot Springs, Ara., March
signature of E. W. GROVE. 25c.
15.—
versity are exactly reproduced, the
The fight last night between Marvin
Credulity stands and wonders:
Most of oar weakness comes from team is there in full armor of head
Hart_ and Harry Rogers scheduled
masks, shin guards, padded doe-skin
faith *tiers rut end work*.
for 20 rounds, terminated in the sectrousers, leather and cotton stuffed
ond round by Hart knocking Rogers
shoulders, cleated shoes, and that
out with* right swing on the jaw.
cheerful indifference to harm and
fear that is present In the counteStrictly vegetable, perfectly harmless. Greatest known female remedy.
—Every waking hour of every day
nances and movements of young men
IPA L,M11E R 110118E
of the year someone is "house-hunturels Beware of connte r felts And imitation, The genuine ii put up only In piste boar•i
Car
U
ton with far
•..:lature on ..hrte of the bottle. Om.:
about to enter the great game, and
ing" in this city—and the beginning Send for Circular
to WILLIAMS MI.G. CO.. Sole Agents, Cleveland. Ohl
•-t*
4
tt2
,
the author, William C. De Mille, beof the quest is the reading of the ads.
SOLD BY ALVEY & LIST.
ing a football player himself, has gis•
You get handsome, well
en dialogue exactly fitted for such
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
a stirring scene. It is pointed, quick
give prorot personal atand scientific, but not too technical
•
tention at ail times.
in its originality. Not only lovers of
the great game revel in this scene.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
but every man or woman, whether
High grade, medium and cheap bicycles. We sell them—we repair them—we guarananteed them.
young or old, feels the atmosphere
The very latest models with all the improvements are now on our floor. --Call and see them. Buy
charged with intense excitement and
eagerly awattli'the culmination -of the
now pay later.
game. Strongheart, the celebrated
Indian, unjustly charged with treach"
ery in the matter of signals is not
allowed to play, but with all the intensity of an Indian nature, gives
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
graphic descriptions of what he sees
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers dethrough the window during part of
the !scene. Robert Meson, the star,
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
who has achieved his dramatic height
The ('oerier-dournal
Louisville Times
Thc Commercial-Appeal
St. LOUIS Republic
through Intrinsic worth, falls into the
'Me Record.)terdiri
Chicago Examiner
spirit of this scene as weuld the real
The Globe-1)entocrat
Chicago Tribune
Indian and electrifies the audience
The Post-Dispatch
Nashville American
up to a nerve racking point. The footThe News-Scimitar
Cincinnati Enquirer
Ladies, do you suffer from headache, backache, sideache, waistThe Star rhrenicip
Chicago Daily News ball scene has been pronounced one
pains, irregular habit, weakness, nervousness, irritability, general misof the strongest ever put on
the
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HY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailormade prices when you can
gitt Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home. Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up.
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S. E. MITCHELL,

stage.
Georgia Minstrels.
Equipped with all ths areeesiories
iof a first-ckaSP organization, the Richlards & Pringle's Famous Georgia
minIstrele have "caught ort" In the
most emphatic fiedrion. The theaters
are being literally tested to their oavacity nightty.
Although twentyeight years have elapsed ainee this
company was first eirganieed nothing
whit+ thev have offered has given
such satisfaction as the Program they
present this season. A complete new
show is offered this season which is
full of ginger from *tart to
eight at the Kentueity. until,.ardy
lilorrnre Davis.
The Memphis Commerelai-Appeal
of October 11, has the following to
"Plarence Balls, *Ito dashed
upon tired Memphis people Last taw

No
Need
To
Suffer

witnit vs FREELY
.—,sare.dirsiskier.40•slas1..‘strafalearec-isellort se--rner
treuele, and stating your age.

we will send you
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01181
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1efftegi
4 tiletill;lota
address: Ladies' advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Meillaps Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
0M
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326-328 South Third Street'

Why Be Sick?

erableness and lack of ambition? If so, much of your pain and
suffering Is needless, for it is due to diseases peculiar to your sex,
which can be cured by proper treatment For over 50 years

•

ut
been benefiting these diseases in the persons of over a million women, of whom Mrs.
W. H Gage, of 232 N. Clark St., Chicago, is one. S.he writes:
I was taken 'sick
three years ago and was in bed six months. Since then I have been troubled with head.. ache. haakagoba„leg-ache soll-awful bearing-down parns.-*-1 meld get tiO• relief-Until
I •
began to take Wine of Cardui. I have now been taking it about si
,
x weeks and I feel
like a new 'onion. My friends hardly know me." Try it foe your troubl,has

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

son and Illumined the Lyceum thee4.
•

40
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which Mts. Voris was a guest. On front three year.
upward
was as Arch Capp and Clyde Capp of PrinceThersday the Schubert Choral club good as any
PrOffesernial.
It war ton.
of* Dallaa lame a Recital at the Car- tae prettiest performance _ever witl
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER
negie Hal: that was an especially, nessed in El Paso.
The theatre wire
Ise
An ideal, antiseptic toilet powder for infants swell mesical event. On Friday after- prettily decorated, every aeat waa oc'the Delpiec club held an especialnoon from 3 to a o'clock the -Dallas cupied and every
person was well ly interesting meeting.
and adults.
on Tuesday ,
Woman's Foaum entertained with a pleased
with
the lovely 'flower morning at the Carneg
ie library. ft
Thls la an exquisitely perfumed. antiseptic toilet
reception in honor of Amelia Bing- show.'"
p wder. It is
was a double progiani. The, tangoes
household necessity fur the nursery ana tOtnt. IL
krtps she cum- ham, who appeareJ
at Inc Dallas!
p'exion clear and preserves tae velvety texture
Cathedrals* of
of youth. It should
dergoisaa, Valladolid
Opera House Theraday and Frday CAnuplimenta
be used I eely after batt ing gwIng a delsghti a' •nd
ry Banquet In Greater and Atocha •were discuss
refreshing effect.
ed by Mrs.
nights
ine
"Ther
Room," Mete
Prepared by
Pasduralt.
Louis M. Rieke, Mrs. Frank Barnar
d
Bingham IS prominent in the club
The banquet given hr ;he business and eira.
Ford T. Hopkins. N. Y. City. Proprietor of
Muircoe Burnett. "Perth world, haying lead a paper at the bi- and
proteesional men of Paducah on gal—Spain's Nearest
GOURAUD'S ORIENTAL CREAM.
Neigiabcr" was
ennia; convention at St. Pau:, which Monday
evening
at
the
Palmer featured by Mrs. Mildred Davis. Miss
attracted the etttenticm of club mom' House
in compliment to the stock. Mattie ,Fowler describ
For sale by W. B. McPherson,Paducab, Ky en and the
ed "The Pillars
press. In the receiving ho:ders of the Pelnier, was
a note- of Rercules.--Gibraltar and Ceuta,"
line with Mrs. E P Turner, mese ble
attar
The tables were arrang
_
dent of the Forum, Ft iday afternoon,
in the great dining room and
Pretty
Honor
to Popular Teacher.
were Lie ptesidents of all the wom-'were effecti
vely decorated in roam' An
Impromptu entertainment was
en'a clubs In Dallas, The reception illieriof-the-valley
and
carnations, given on Tuesday
afternoon at the
took Place on the first anniversary of Palms
and southern smilax decorat- Jeffers
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
on building by the teachers
the Forum and served the double ed the
room. Over one hundred and
pupils
in
compliment to the prinPurpose of honoring a noted club'represeutative
--Paducah men
were cipal. Prof. J. T. Ross whose
woman and celebrating the birthday'preitent and
seven- peare. The Matting role in this play rtlette the noted masterpieces
Judge Henry B. Laugh- ty-esie
d
birthda
y it was. 'An aortic- was first rresented to the
of the largest club io, Texas. Mase ,nn and
hate and inordinate
P11.611t. by• drarna,-1-ove,
Mr. John C. Roth of Ceicago l
eve musical program
Shelley as one of the officers received were
was carried Six Henry Irving, In 190o0 there fol.: desire for power. In 'Ulysses
we
the guests of honor. M.r. Geo:tit:tut by
the pupils and a beautinellawed the
and was astristed by the gracious Mrs. C. Wallac
anther's thrit:ing drama. have a picture of marital fidelity and
e was especially happy in ibun
eh of carnations was presented "Herod," which
Voris of Kentucky.
was played centime pnrIty, through years of 'separation
'the role of toastmaster and
TO MARCH.
2.—Tre Rise of Don.Mannuel Godee
the toMr. Rosa by the teacher
Mrs. Voris Is to be a guest next speeches
s.
Mr, ously for three months on the Lon- In the face of numberless trials and
Go ahead old March and bluster.
were all clever and spark- I /lams
—Mrs. George Flournoy.
is the oldest teacher Is years don stage,
week at a Matinee party In Fort ling.
with the noted English temptations, the reward of conjugal
1310w ahead; you cannot fluster
The mean was elaborate and and
de--Don Carlos and the Carliet
service in Paducah school. He actor,
Worth. And atter in the week will delight
Tyrone Power, in tube leading constancy and parental love by the
Me!
ful.
Canae—Mrs. Alonzo R. Meyers.
has
been teaching for 50 years, and rote.
visit Mrs. W. B. Sharp in Houston,
In 1942, Mr. Phillips gave to return of Ulysses to his beloved wife
C—Isahella II—Mrs. John G. Milhas been for 45 years in the
What care I for at: your scolding?
where in her honor has already been
Paate the world "Nero," a verrk of unusual and child. after years of
W. O. W. Reception and Hall.
troubled
ler.
rah
schoola.
Do rou think the spring unfolding
arranged by her hostess a double box
poetic and dramatic
merit, which, wanderings and the penalty imposTwo very delighifte and elaborate
I can't see?
patty for Nat Goodwin and a club
with brief interruptione was pre- ed by a righteous fate on 'the attemp
social functions of the week were in
t
The Mattinee Musical club
meet luncheon, also, a (lay at Galves
Abont People.
sawed on the English stage from ed despoilers of his home, when
ton honor of the
I can bear the crocus croaking,
ho
visiting Woodmen of
on Wednesday afternoon at the Par- with a fishing club
M.
LouieMaxwel
l who has been January e•h to May 19th
on the sea beaciellite
Spite of all your ICY soaking.
of that draws his bow and sends- the fate:
World and ladien of the Woodmen spending the
ish House of Grace Episcopal church.
winter in Eddyville at year. Later came
Returning. home Mrs. Voris will
"The
Sin
of
Dav- arrow Mao the guilty hearts of hes
Mg,
Circle
Olt
Tuesday evening the re- the Mineral Menu& Farm,
Miss Frances Gould and Miss Alice stop in Memphis
is the id," the author's leteet
for a abet with Mre:ce
Eh?
ption and banquet took place at week-end,
Menne
' offenders, a tragic example of the
i CompIon are the leaders. Bizet and C. M. Budd. totiner
guest of Mrs. John L. Webb arhievement.
ly .of Padu(•ah.
ancient "rewritten Law.analysi
s
of
his
the
hall
on North 4th street. it was and MARS Anna Webb
!Goidard are the composers.
whose guest •she was en, tottle to TexSpite of all your noisy, windy.
at the Smith surprising career shows.
that his uni given by the local ladies of the local Flats on South
Prof. Clark. who is booked for an
51h street:
Howling,. prowling, scowling shindy.
as.
precedented artistic and commercial elocuti
Evergreen circle and Magnolia
onary rendering of "('lesses.'
, Prof. Et. H. Clark of the University
Grove
Every day.
Miss
Anita Louise Keller who has stleeese is due
--‘14 to an unusual com- is a reader and lecturer
Several hundred visitofs been
of many
I of Chicago, will anpear in dramatic Historical EXhillit At the Jamestown lodges.
spending a few days this week bination of talent
and training, to yeats experience, and
were present and the banquet was
I can see behind your frowning
is the author
an with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
recital of Stephen Phillippi "Ulysses,"
Exposition.
native
John
poetic
anti
I:Irani:We endow- of the follswing important
!elegant affair. Tiie rooms were atAll the gorgeous vernal gowning
publicaon Wednesday evening at the KenMrs. David da. Morrell is chairW. Keller on West Broadway, will ments cf
a high order, with a pracv tions, which
itractively decorated for the oecasion,
Of the spring.
are used In reveral oft
tucky theater.
return to Monticello Seminare. God- Heal and
The entertainment man of • the. Paducah committee to
trained
knowledge of stage the prinsipal colleges and
l Judge D. A. Cross made the atidress
nniveralis under the anapices of the Woman's secure .the loaned any relics of the
frey, Ill,, on Monday.
I can hear behind your Weeping
lestnique, whkih has enabled him to
of welcome and presided at the banties in title country: "Hee, to Read
Club.
Revolu
tion
for display in the Ken- I
Sounds of flowers upward creeping
Miss Ethel Brooks will return 'succeed, where Browning, Tennys
i quet. Before the banquet the degree
on, Aloud," "Hand-book of Reeding,"
tuck)' exhibit at the Jamestown exSongs of little robins peeping
i teams of Evergreen circle, seventeen Tuesday front Indianapolis, where winburne and other renowned writ- "Practical Punic Speaki
ng," "Menpositio
n.
It
is desired to secure es
The Woleares club will have the
Arid the flutter of the wing!
in number, under the captaincy of she isr: been . visiting Miss Florence ers have signally failed.
It is ru- tal Technique," and "Principals
of
regular meeting on Thursday after- many thing* of historical value as
-Schrad
er.
She will be accompanied mored that he is now engaged on Vocal
Mrs. Jennie Clark gave a fine exhiSo, old March keep on blowing.
Expression and. Literary Internoon at the Parish House of Grace possible for the exhibit. .Mrs.
by
Miss
Anita
Wood
a
new
of
version
Wichit
Rosa
Kan.,
of "niust," to be mile pretation." The Woman
a,
bitten drill.
Can't fool me for all your snowing! Episco
's Club, unpal church. The business ses- Burwell Todd is chairman for Kenliehed at an
early date, in which 'der whose m-anagement
The Ball on Wednesday evening who will he her guest.
I can see what is a going
etas rare ension will be held promptly at 2 o'- Welty.
Invitations have beep received here he is expected to deal with one of eertainment
at the Red Men's hall on North 4th
On behind the scenes.
is premised, is forttrnata
clock. At 3 o'clock the open meetmost fascinating themes and in ea-curin
street was a most enjoyable affair. to the wedding of Mr. Frank J. Fut- his
g for the occasion the serlag will be in charge of the EducaPretty Illneer Party.
I can see behind your strumming,
There were several hundred dancert eon of Louisville and Miss Macy E. ene of the mast m)sterious and ma- vices of so accolnp
e
lished an artiet
tional department, Mrs. Henry C.
Miss Helen Powell entertained a on the
Litre busy bees k humming,
floor. The drill team of!tlauller of Nadawah, Ala., on March mentourt of all human
problems,—,and platform entertainer
as Prof.
Oveiby
, chairman. An attractive and few of her friends with a pretty
All the joys of Spring a coming
24. Mr. Fulton -Is popular In Pa- "The Life After Deathee --in each
Evergreen Grove Mc-TS-gave a
Of'MYR, and he Is Tortaaatu in aeiesetIllumin
ating
progra
dinner
m
along
party
educaon
Thursday evening exhibition drill and
With its greens.
finedh where he -formerly lived. ITe hese matehleee werke erritterery
Ives awarded the
arta Bag-for his performance a work of
--John Kendrick Bangs in March tional lines and uplift will be present- at her home on Fountain Avenue, in honor of
opening the ball. The cake:Is a prominent stave man. Miss Fut- the principal themes of the author such superior
merit as "Dilaraes."
ed. It is hoped to have Mrs. W. H. celebration of her seventeenth birthMunsey
given by the Evergreen Grove to the!ler is a veung woman of great beauty. are based upon the the great primal and whith
admits of that form of
Menge: of Louisville, who is at the day. The table was effecti
They
n
will go to Cuba and Porto Rico emotions and
vely dec- most popular Young lady was
absorbing
piss:oats dramattic expression in which he
won
heed of the Educational committee orated in a color-motif Qf green and
le
on their bridal trip mid will be at which form the backgr
by
Miss
011ie
Ftandel
l
ound of a'l so deservedly distinguished.
•••
in
a spirited
- Alln(Hincements• • • ..... of the Womaet
's club of that city and yellow charmingly cembining Spring, contest
home
in
The Delphic Cies will
Leesvi
the
lle
well
after April 15th.
known tragedies that con
with Miss Mottle Taylor and
meet on
EMMET W. EVAGBY.
Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock at the an enthusiastic exponent of state, Rt. Patrick's day and Easter designs Miss Marie Spence.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Gregory are
Over 30a guests
and civic
educational work. Present and colors. The center-piece was a I were present
Carnegie library. The program inat.
home
from Waeitington, and dancing was eaC..
for the occasion. If she Is able to bed of jonquils with a rabbit
in the joyed until a late -hour.
eludes the following papers:
where Mrs. Gregory spent the winter
attend Mrs. Mengel will make an middle. The place
1----The French and Engi.sh in Spain
cards were rabwith her danghter
Miss Lillian
address.
bits trolling bon-hons.
The eight
in le04—Espronceda—df1as Helen
Gregor
y, who Is at school in that
Kalosop
hito
('tub.
covers
included:
Misses
Helen
Lowry.
The meeting of the Kaloaephic city, and have opened their home,
The.,Kalosophicsoinb will ineeLon Hills, Mary Cave. Lillian Hobson, club
Rustic Hall at Gregory Place for a
on .Fride .pptin
aiL
g eUa
Mae
Feclay morning at 11) o'clock with Helen Powell: Messrs. Milton WalKathleen Whio•field. Kentucky Ave- Ye* months. In May Mrs. Gregory
Miss Kathleen Whitefield, Kentucky lerstein, Henry Henneberger, W4II
We have secured exeltusive
nue and 7:13 street & was especially will join her daugater and they will
avenue and 7th street. The program Henneberger, Tom Coburne.
delightful. After "Current Topics" spend the summer abroad.
Miss
agency for
is:
was presented by Miss 1.illie Mae Gregory will remain for an extended
"Current Topies"—MIsts Brooks,
Choral Society Focused.
Stay in Europe after the return of
Winstead, the German drama
was
Elizabethan Drama.
A Choral Society was organized on
discussed. A paper on the "Drama he mether.
I Marlow and Peele—Mnse Bolling. Monday evening at the home of Mr.
12.00 Shoes for men, women, boys
Mr. Clarence F. Parker, of Chicago
of Schiller- and "Merv Stuart" were
Perfect
If Influence of Shakespeare's Early and Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells in the
UR
admirably given by Miss Annie May was in Paducah the* week renewing
or girls have no equal in the $2 etersComedies—Miss Cave.
Empire Flats on Broadway. It wi.l
Tainer• ditietee was clevenly feat- many pleasant friendeffilps that date
Undoubtedly great effort has been made by
Club study—"einch
Ado About be under the direction of the Matinee tired by Mrs. Vet*
fran the days when his father, GeorBlythe
In
all
manufacturers to produce good value in a
Nothing."
Musical club but is not confined io
"Life, Degin of the Faust Legends, ge W. Parker, owned the road from
$2
shoe, but we have been in business too
member
the
ship.
The
meeting will Analysis and
We have in stock the tott
Teachings of Faust." St. Louis to Palticah. and as viceP. Pl. C. Club Entertained.
long
be held semi-monthly at some Oen- The
ind have given practical shoe making
lowing sizes:
club discussed "Faust" by acts. president he came often to this city.
Mem Corinne Winstead is
too
host- trally located hall. There is much
close
study to allow any point of merit to
Mr.
Parker
Is
a
trained
railroad man,
Sample tubes.......
era of the P. D. C. club thin atter- Interest evidenced in the organizahaving practically perfected himself
escape
us,
either in style, service or fitting
Pleasa
nt
Itittliday Party.
Large tubas .....
noon at her house on Washington time Some 25 were present on
in the minutest working details, end
proportions. We show in our $2 grade a
Miss
Lillian
Schroe
der
was
the
2 oz. jars
street. It is a pretty St. Patrick's
onday evening and others have
25e
Is now purchasing agent for the Iblishoe or oxford superior in every respect to
on
day affair with only the club mem- given their names. With a large- hostess of an enjoyable party
14 lb, jars
nois Central railroad. Mr. and Mrs.
Monda
y
evenin
g
at
home
the
the
average Two Dollar shoes shown.
of
her
bers
present.
and enthusiastic Choral Society in
1:: lb. jars
parents, Mr. and Mrs, John Schroed- Parker expect to sail in June for
All
the city there will be no difficulty le
leathers, correct shapes, men's or
1 lb. jars
$1.50
- t er, 16;11 West Tennessee' street, In Europe. Little Miss Virginia Parker
SetieN of Texas Honor* to Paduca
haviug oratorio* and a variety of
women
's; styles up to date. If interested in
h
will
stay
in St. Louis with her grand.
Sample and booklet free
gated musicals entertainments next honor of her tenth birthday. Games Detente
Wonsan.
low
priced
good shoes why not stop in and
,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
W.
Saturday.
Mrs. Victor Voris who Is visiting winter. The leader has not been lI were played and delightful refresh Parker. Mr. Parke entetalned a
were served. Thaw
see
them.
,meats
present
her mother. Mrs. J. li. Shelley in decided
were: Misses Laura White, Vay Mc- Party of frienes at dinner on his pre
We have them at less or more,
—0.—
Dallas, Texas, is having a rou.ad of
Whirter. Leura Wallace, Mary Akers, vale ear while here.
charming attentions in her girlhood The Carnival of Flower/4 Hdatinfi
lla Ethel May Schtoe
Drug Store.
der, Laura Capp of
home. The Dallas papers note severEvent.
Princeton, Jeannette Schroeder, LilProf. S. H. (lark in tiptoes,.
al fashionable affairs of the week at
The Carnival of Flowers which will
lian Schroeder; Masters Carl Pciw:er.
On
the evening of March 20, the
be given April 5 at the Kentucky for
Robert Wallace. Robertson Gilbert, distinguisihed dramatic orttic
the benefit of the Memorial Public
and
elocutionary artist, Prof. S. H. Clark,
Fountain to be -erected by the Paprofessor of public speaking in the
ducah Clientele; -ughters of toe.
I:diversity of Chicago, will make his
American Revolution at the Custom
firet appearance In this eity at the
House, Broadway and 5th street,
Kentucky, and give to theater-going
promises to be one of the prettiest
Peelee and others, who are lovers of
events ever given In Paducah. It will
tee hest elocution and dramatic achave al; the charm and beauty of the
tion; an interpretive reading from
spring-time, with youth, loveliness.
that matchlesa production of dramatic
Scram, flowers of every hue ant
composition by Stephen Pleillips. enbutterflies to flit, here and there.
titled "Flyseesa,4 which ran for one
Everything is moving smoothly and
hundred consecutive nights at one of
the rehearsals are promising for
the leading Lomlort theaters soon afgreater things. The drilling has all
ter Its publication, and for SeVer:I.4
been done by Prof, and Met. John A.
"Most Physics are Dangerous." A good
doctor is particular about the medicines he
atesks *some three yearn ago, was
Mahler of SC Louie who are successprescribes, and, therefore, he never allows his
played to crowded it.Inges in the eastIne in all they undertake.
They
patient to take any physic that makes him
ern cities of this country.
alive the Carnival of Flowers in El
weak. A physic that kave• one weak does
PEREVNIES AND TOILET
Paso last December, PO they do not
Prkwr to 1597. Stephen
Phillips.
great harm to the muscles lying along the
enter upon untried ground here. Of
WATkR.S.
the liestrietti author of the
play,
walls of the stortilich, bowels and intestines.
the performance the El Paso paper
was unknown to ll'erary fame. He
Create
that "well-bred"
Such a physic so shocks the muscles that they
says:
spent Mx years on the stage in one
atmosphere which is regarded
cannot soon recover their strength and there"The Crawford theater was filled
Our spring stock embraces everything the
Of the leading
English
theatrical
fore a case uf constipation is developed. The
as so essential by Italic's of re.
from
.
pit
to
dome
last
Wedneselay,
companies, and that year drew critboys or girls will want for the seasons wear.
bowels must be cleansed again before the
fissemest. The secret of their
evening to witness the production of
ical attontion to his first literary
Beautiful styles—patent leather, kid or calf:
muscles have regained sufficient strength to do
wide popularity lies in this
the Carnival of Flowers, which was
tomtit:melon,
entltlee "Christ in
so voluntarily, and so another and stronger
high or low shoes for hard knocks or kioks. Any
le the hands of Prof. and Mies John
suggestion oir "tone" which
Mutest." which was published in a
Jose of" the physic must be taken. 'This forms
girls' shoes for school or long tramps, frotn these
A- Mahler, of St. TAMA*, which was a
•txvok of poems during the year. It
they impart--tee at all conwhat is known as the “Physic Habit."
to the dainty dress for boys, girls or infants.
guarantee for success. This enteri das at once recognised by the Britspicuous but definite Just the
tainment surpassed anything of the
ish reviews au a work of rare and exsame.
Cheaper than the
kind ever produced is El Paso.
Boys'Shoes $1 to $3.50.
ceptional merit, anti
was
so con.is a safe physic because it so strengthens the
cheap kind, toe, for the odor
Four years ago Mr. and Mn. Maisie:
Ispleuousty deem vine, thet on a pubbowel muscles 'that they can perform their
Girls' Shoes $1 to $2.50.
were Introduced
to El Pasterns
lingers for days and clays-lic occasion, eared for the pnrpose.
functions without any further aid. This great
and endorsed as artiats to the high According to size.
even weeks.
the anther was publicly "crowned"
remedy has unequaled tonic properties 11 hich
eat pitch when the. Kit-roes,: sext
by the American Journal of 'London
gives great strength to all parts of the stomach,
The boys, the girls, the babies are pleased with
given for the benefit of the Woman's
The following year there appeared
bowels and intestines. A dose will give an excellen
t bowel movement and so
club. Two 'ears later the gamins'
our shoes.
fri
hits avse,a'lea stie and Francesca."
tu...11ar.—psLiani..that ha wall-aeon be-whit-to get along.
Of the 711Wasons fil*',Xi Wins-SU !rti-.
the first of five of the greatest poeti- r without any medicine whatever.
ing decorations anti ternishincg.
'All druggists sell Dr. Caldwe's Syrup Pepsin at tot
was
cal dramas* writtert• In tent provost
- and $1.00 a bottle.
,a great success fitiancially and artis-:
centur
mom.
y,
is
Non•ri* back if not skati•flerall.
of
and
4th
Broad
which
there are
way
tically. Prof. Mahler Is an artist In
Pepsin Syrup Co.
paaartgas which rival 80140 of the
Monticello. Ill.
his Hue; the work Of the children
t
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wea.d
have but $80,000,000 to
spend. Take the roads throughou.
the country, reducing expendituree
AFTCRNOON AND WILE ALT
12.0,000,04M here, 11.0,00o,000 there.
and so forth, and it soon runs into a
InconrostewED
curtailment of hundreds of millions
F. M. FisHrelt,u
=
e
rwe
el I. PAXTON. General
of dollars.
ITSICILIPTION IRATElle
"There are three things entering
Metered at the patentee at Pailesafe
into railroad expenditures- -thehire
(('oncluded from First Page.)
Ky., as second class matter _
of money, the cost of material, which
TEE DAILY sum
Sy earrier, per week............1) Is largely the hire of labor,
Thousands of men and women who have felt the sting and
era predict a falling movement withfor it is
By mail, per month, in advanee .25
torture of this dread disease, which is no respecter of age, perlabor that produces the materiels,
in a few days. The flood, If it comes
By male per year, in advance.. 1.10
sons, sex, color or rank, will be interested to know that while for
and the hire of labor. If more must
will find this end of the river preTUE WEEKLY OLIN
many years rheumatism was considered an incurable disease, now
Per year, by mall. po *Age paid-11.00 be paid for the hire of money then
pared and
the enormous damage
Addrese THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
It is one of the easiest afflictions of the human body to conquer.
there meet be a reduction in the
done above hardly could be duplicatPhones III
Dale& Ill South Third.
Medical science has proven it not a distinct disease in Itself, but a
amount paid for the cost of material
:ed here. At Pittsburg, the river is
& Young, Clueless andi
_
_ Kew
symptom. caused by inactive kidneys. Rheumatism Is uric aced in
narrow, and with sevehal tributaries
fork representatives.
or the hire of labor."
e
the blood and other waste products of the system which should be
THE SUN can be found at the IMIK•••from the mountainous country surIf the railroads stop improvements.
it places:
filtered and strained out in the form of urine. The function of
rounding, emptying into
R. Le elements & Illa.
the Clelo
It decreases the business of steel and
Van eulln Bros
the kidneys is to sift these poisons and acids out and keep the
river near there, the flood which has
lion
mills,
of
other railroads haul
Palmer House.
blood clean and pure. The kidneys, however, are of sponge-like
John Wilhelm's.
just past was possible.
Inc the ore and of (be mines; and
substance, the holes or pores of which will
sometimes, either
reduces the price of the material and
from overwork, cold or exposure become clogged and inactive, and
At Wheeling.'
the demand for labor. Unions or no
falling in their function of eliminating these poisons from the
Wheeling, W. Va., March 16.—At
unions, the price of labor ultimatety
blood, they remain in the veins, decompose and settling about the
South Wheeling an explosion of gas
depends on the demand for it. With
joints and muscles, cause the untold suffering and pain of rheuSATURDAY, MARCH 16.
set fire to the Warwick Pottery dethe reduction in the .demand for lamatism and backache, often producing
complications of bladder
stroying the plant and adjoining
bor comes a decrease in the earnings
letTIONT STATEMENT.
CIRCU
—
and urinary disease, weakness, etc.
houses. Tee loss is $100,000. Three
men
the
of
who are working and the
February, 1907.
The following simple proscription is said to relieve the worst
children were drowned.
precipitat
ion
Into
other
lines
of
3829
...4036
15
1
cases of rheumatism, because of its direct action upon the blood
At 2:30 this morning it was rewanted
In
3874 trade of laborers nor
3813
16
and kidneys, relieving, too, the most severe forms of bladder,
ported that Fire Chief Clayton
Is
4
3830
3813 these industries, with a consequent
18
and urinary troubles: Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce;
drowned. When the police began to
5
3805 overstocking of the entire labor field.
3851
19
Stacy-Adams, Nettleton and Barry Oxfords
Compound Kargon, one ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
rescue
foreigners
from
burning
3830 Retail merchants, doctors, lawyers,
3851
6
2.0
ounces. Mix by shaking well in a bottle and take In teaspaonful
have
arrived and are now ready to show. The
buildings in the inundated district,
3869 and then wholesale merchants and
7.........3871
21
doses after each meal and at bedtime. The ingredients can be had
lasts
this spring are very shapely and distinstricken
many
panic
persons
jumped
22..3915 manufacturers feel the effect finale.
8........3885
nom any good prescription pharmacy, and, being entirely vegefrom
windows
overloade
Into
skiffs,
guished
d
—though not a single point of comfort has
this
All
could be brought about by
9
3839
3813
23
table, are absolutely harmless and safe to use at any time.
white capsized. Scores of persons
been sacrificed to make them so. The wear iu in
e828
11
3855 the fact that timid capital decline::
25
are thogght to have been drowned.
3355
12
3836 to venture into railroad building un26
them, too, just as it has always been; we have not
3844
13
392.1 der conditions existing
27
in
some
allowed the soaring leather market to cut down
At Pittsburgh
28
14 .........3870
3894 states. There was no truer thing
the quality.
Pittsburg', Pa., Marcli"Id.— With
Average for February, 1907
3859 said in a pelletal campaign than the
Many of Paducah's most particular dressers
the rapid receding of the waters in
Average for February, 19.06
3757 expression used in the full bloom of
the Monongahela, Allegheny and
Increase
have worn one or the other of these three makes
102 Bryan's free silver fallacy, that
Ohio rivers conditions are assuming
Personally appeared before me, "capital is timid." Confidence is as
for years; The same considerations of style, comThomas Kilcoyne.
MET THIRD WATERLOO IN ILLI- normal proportions and the greatest
this March 1, lea?, E. J. Paxton, gen- necessary to prosperity today as it
fort and price which influenced them will interest
Thomas
Kileoyne,
Padueah
hey
a
NOIS LEGISLATURE.
and moat destructive flood in the
eral manager of The Sun, who af- was then. We aro prosperin
g in a was killed in a railroad wreck
you also. Stop in tomorrow and See the new shapes.
near
firms that the above steternent of measure 'heretofore unknown,
history of the city ie at end. Ten
and no leltle Rock, Ark., yesterday
and
the
square miles were inundated.
the circulation of The Sun for the intelligent regulation of
great indus- body wit arrive here tomorrow
Stacy-Adams Low Cuts $5 and U. Nettleton Low Cahn to $7
for
month of Feb. 19417, is true to the tries will militate against
The loss in actual dollars probaour pros- burial.
Substitute Local Option Rill Defeated
particular
No
s
the
of
accident
Barri low Cuts $3.50.
best of his knowledge and belief.
bly never will be known. However,
perity, but meddling of pettifoggers
By Close Vote in the bower
were received. Kielce ne lived in Pavarious estimates are being made
v 4 PETER PURYEAR,
and demagogues in state legislatures
ducah until 4 years ago. He was 32
ranging from ten to twelve and even
Notary Public.
produce a condition of nervousness
years old and beta/k in Ireland, corn
twenty million dollars. It is said.
My • commission expires January in financial
centers, to sate the least. ing
to this county' when young. Be22, 1908..
nevertheless, the total loss will not
sides a little daughter he leaves
Springfield, Ill., March 16.— The exceed $10,000,000.
Nothing could be more gratifying
parents in Ireland, his sister, Mrs. Illinois Anti-Salo
Excitement was caused today by
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
on league has met
to civic pride than the action of the
Tagg, of Paducah, and the its third waterloo after
George
For Mayor.
a fight of six several fires, one of which swept the
general council in prohibiting roller
(telt:lasing relatives: Mrs. Thomas years. It is possible,
The Sun is authorized to announce skating on the sidewalks
but highly im- Mt. Washington district. Many hous. If the Kilcoyne, Trimble
street; Mrs. Mich- probable that the league will recover es had to be dynamited on account
Cherries Reed Ars- a randidate for children wish to arniise
. themselves, ael Kileoyne,
Tenth street, aunts: from the blow received in the house of shortage of water In the mains.
mayor, eubject to any action of tag let them play with
toy cartridge phe- Pat Kilooyne,
Fancy Farm. Graves today.
The loss from fire is about $225,Democratic 'tarty.
tols and loaded canes. With the latcounty, uncle; Jolte 'Neulvin, cite,
000.
The Sun is authorized to announce ter they do
The
defeat
coneisted
in
the
adopno more harm than kill
brother-in-law. '
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate themselves,
tion by the house by a vote of 75 to
while the roller skating
for mayor subject to the action of the annoys
Mrs. Martha A. Truitt.
71 of a substitute local option bill
Eleven Drowned.
nervous people.
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
Mrs. Martha A. Truitt, 56 years offered by Lee O'ls/eill Browne, of
Athens, 0., March 16— The HockFor City Assessor.
As usual the Ohio river proves a old, died of dropsy in the county yes- Isa Salle, wheel limits the voting on ing river claimed seven lives in this
The Sun is authorized to announce'
dangerous •termagent to the cities on terday. She had been ill four months anti-saloon territory to townships, city and four elsewhere in the counthe candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
the upper courses, but to Paducah and leaves two sisters and two broth- cities and villages, thus eliminating ty, and for several days has cut off
office of city essessor, subject to the
she has always be•en a kindly patron ers. The burial will take place at counties, -wards, word subdivisono Athens front the world, telephone
aotion of the Democratic party.
Blewett cemetery near Palma, Mar- combinations of prselincts
----- and even and telegraph wires being down and
of commerce and Industry. In her
Foe City Treasurer.
shall county, today.
towns In- the sensesillst a verte is net railroad service entirely abandoned. that 5.000 homes are flooded, affect- next day the paper was returned to
most tempestuous moments
she beThe Sun is authorized to announce
permitted in that part of a town ly- Communication by telephone was re.. ing 25,000 people. The property loss him with Evelyn Nesbit's signature
comes nothing more' than a grand
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
is fully' $500,000.
stored today.
attached. Abraham Snydecker, one
YOU nON'T HAVE TO WA I.
ing within a city or voltage.
spectacle passing the Pride of the
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax -Pot
the office of City Treasurer subject
of Hummel's clerks, testified that he
Sweet,
Ed
Albert
Sweet,
Turner
Purchase.
keep* your whole inside, right. sold on the
to the action of the Democratic party.
Foreigners Swept Away.
and wife, Young Charles Beahre and
took the affidavit to the tower and
money-back plan everywhere Price So(
Notice,
For City Attorney.
Steubenville, 0., March 16.— Six handed it to the woman pointed out
Otto Barth were drowned today. All
When one hears another boasting
I have opened a harness shop on
The Sun le authorized to announce
the persons, with the exception of to ten members of two foreign fami- to hen as Miss Neebit. She kept the
Will Circulate Petition,
of this ancestors, it is always
the second floor of the Paducah Sadperte
the candidacy of John G. Meier, Jr.,
Barth, were in one skiff, -the boat be- lies are reported to have been drown- affidavit for five minutes and signed
Switchmen and engineer foremen dlery
nent to inquire If there are no living
company's old stand, corner of
as a eanddate for city attorney subing in charge of Ed Sweet and Beahre ed today in a flood at Mingo Junc- It, saying she had read it through.
members of the family worth men- who left the Illinois Central yard Second and Kentucky avenue and
Je<e to the action of the Democratic
when it was capsized. Other drown- tion. The houses floated away with
service this week because of dissatis- would
tioning.
be pleased Ito have all my
primary, May 2, 1907.
legs occurred at Nelsonville, where their occupants. Every house on the
VOL:CE DISMISSED.
faction, are preparing to circulate a friends
call and see me.
three persons lost their lives, and one east side of Mingo Junction is sflbpetition among manufacturers in PaIt Is manifest that Secretary
new
All
work
made
to
order. Re- at Trimble.
of
Daily Thought.
merged, and 1,000 people there are Louisville
Mutineers Lose Their
ducah protesting against the treat- pairing promptly
the Treasury Cortelyou has no
attended to. Firstambi"Ile who 'wake honeetly and fearAt 11 o'clock Wednesday night homeless. At Empire every house but
Places on Force.
ment
they
received
from local offi- class work guaranteed.
tion to head a trust company when
lesaly what he knows and what be
the roadway of the Baltimore and three is submerged and 500 people
cials. They desire to have the suphe retires from the cabinet.
JOHN BIRTH,
believes wel secure the gooew:11 and
Ohio railroad north of the river are homeless.
Louisville, March 16.—The board
port of manufacturers, and wilt send Former Foreman
Paducah Sad.
respect, however be may fall to win
broke, allowing, the waters to rush
of public safety at 1 o'clock this afthe petition to Chicago.
A great
diary Co.
PROVIDENT MUTUAL.
the assent, of his fellowmen."—
into the city. Fifty houses
ternoon dismissed from the police
Great Damage in Valley.
were s
deal of feeling is manifested among
RUxley.
swept away, and 50 more are totterColumbus, 0., March
16.— Ac- force Capt. T. J. Riley and Patrolyard employes because of alleged fricEstablishes Agem•y at elatileonville—
Shortage of Lime.
ing on their foundations. A thous- cording to an estimate made by S. C. men W. P. Murray,
tion in the management of the yards.
M. A. McDonough
Because of a :shortage in lime In and persons-are homeless and are be- Robinson who came to Columbus toIs Active.
. TIMID CAPITAL
Daniel Tivnan, Thomas Cochran,
Paducah, building is Offering a delay ing cared for in churches and halls. day after a trip
Wan street has had a shake up,
through the Hocking Joseph Spahn, Leo Kaercher,
—If you are a, hoarder every touch and
Peter
R. E. Bayles, vice president of the
ever yeffort is being made to rerailroad magnates have sounded a
Valley, the damage done by the flood J. Maloney, Kpbert J.
of dyspepsia should make the classi- plenish
Koeihler, Frank
the supply.
warning and state agitation against Provident Casualty association, the
Wheeling Island Submerged.
wIU reach $500,000. Seven persons Rush.
fied ads, more interesting to you.
organized industries may be temper- new ineurance company started
Wheeling, W. Va., March 16.
were drowned at Athens and three
in
These men were dismissed on the
--ed with discretion from now on. The Pasineah, has returned from Medi
This citly and surrounding towns on at 'Nelsonville.
March Is a Trying Month.
charges of disobedience) of orders, inVo
lamo..
alleuN
ama
general bueness of the country seems sonville, where he has been opening
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor both sides of the river are completesubordination, deserting their posts
not to have 1ia red in the Wal: street up the fleet for his company. Mr.
ly cut off from the world by rail and
power,
TUIIMEL TESTIFIES.
of duty and failing to perform their
steamers. Every foot of Wheeling Tsfrenzy, but bow much of a "poker Bayles sold some of the stock. of the
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
duties as police officers in connectio
n
chill" and hoar mioeestat a real quak- company tn Madisonville and the
When health is lost. Be timely wise, land is submerged and 7,000 resi- Says Evelyn Nesbit Made Affidavit with the street car strike
at the Highing of the financial center it was, company will have an agency there
With health all ,taste of pleasure dents have been driven to the upper
land avenue barn , and refusing
That Thaw Beat Her.
to
floors of their homes. It Is estimated
time, and a very short time, will dis- Active preparations to extend
- flies."
the
protect strike breakers, - Capt.
Riley
close. It may have been a mere company's agenciles all over this foeMarch is conceded by local phyNew York, March 16.— With At- refused to protect the property and
paseing spasm In
thp speculative lion of the state and adjoining steles
sicians to be the worst month in the
torney
Delmas fighting him every cars of the company and withdrew the
market. It may have been purposely are being made and the succees of
year in Paducah, in the point of the
Inca of the way, District Attorney men who were dismissed with him.
superinduced by the doctors of fin- the company thus far has exceeded
extent of sickness. The quick changes
Jerome today secured from Abrathe expectations of its promoters, it
ame. for a 1.11tease. coupled as
in the temperature, warm one day,
It
SHOT HIMSELF,
ham Hummel his ecomplete story as
be beneficial to Padueah finanwas with warnings of the big ones:,•
chilly, with penetrating winds the
Columbus, 0., March la.—
to
the
affidavit
which
is
it
alleged
hut we are rather inclined to believe cial re:cles from the large amount of
next affect the physical condition
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
made in the ' J114114.41 H. elills, former tax Insensitive Wall atreet was shocked be capital it will draw to the city.
probably .more than any season of the
quisitor of Ohio, committed
lawyer's office in 1903. Hummel's
suithe attitude of the prese; and public
year.
testimony was to the effect that Eve- . cid.) todso by shooting.
end sent Into a panic by the words ACCIDENT IN THE YARDS
The only safeguard therefore Is to
lyn Nesbit had told him, among othof the railroad men. In other words,
get yourself in good condition. The
CAUSES DELAY OF HOURs.
—Robert Smith, colored, 46 years
er Niles, that Thaw had beaten her
Wall street's panic was an effect not
liver, the blood, the kidneys, the
when she refused to sign papers he old, died of consumption at 1039
a cause or symptom. But the words
skin should be in first class order or
Caboose No. 98,204 and a car of
had
prepared
charging Stanford Norte Eleventh street this morning,
of Harr:man on the subject are ex-. lumber were "aide swiped" in
you can not stand the trying month.
the loWhite with her betrayal, that he but and will be buried tomorrow
mornceedingly plain, and though our pros- cal Illinois Central yards this
Osteopathy, quickly
naturally
remorndictated a statement to a stenogra- ing at 10 o'clock In the colored
cemperity Is unchecked we may panes ingekt an early hour and the caboose,
store any disarrangement to any of
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
pher in the presence of Miss Nesbit etery on the Broadway road.
and realize how close to a financial • new one was badly damaged
these
essentials
of
good
health.
The
and
and Stanford White; tbat he gave
cataciv am we live.
forpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
Mr. Harriman the lumber ear derailed. A switch
the affidavit to two of his clerks to
Miss Lena Hartley, of Camelfa,
Croon
Patrick's
ties
for
St.
has
add:
the poor blood supply or circulation
engine, pushing the caboose, fseed
take to Miss Nesbit in the Madison returned to her home
made a statement you might
day, which Is Sunday, in the
after visiting
"Let me illustrate the effect of a to get into the clear ahead
readily yield to its health
giving
Square
of a
Garden tower, and that tbe Wends In the city,
believe it or you might not.
club and the promo width
method.
high charge for stoney. Within the strinerof care being shoved
Into track
four-in-hand in it very pretty
The
last year the rate of interest on mon- No. 2. It required several hours
treatment Is simplicity Itself,
to
shade of green for 25e.
sane, rational, without the use of
ey loans has increased 5.0 per cent. replace the derailed lumber
car and
See I he display In our winliarmful drugs. It cures by scientifUndotibtedy the New
made the same statement you
Haven road traffic was delayed in the yard until
dows.
ic manipulation to restore the normal
could have borrowed money
would he ebpvinhed,
o'clock
this morning.
year
functions to each organ. It recogago at 4 per cent. It Is now obliged
Each caller toinorrow win he
nizes, appreciates and uses proper
to pay 5 per cent. In this case there
',remelted with a shamrock
Captain Northland Stricken.
diet, air, water, exercise and other
is ao linear* of 25 per cent. (let
Local Nashville, Chattanooga te St
told the same story you would
natural hygienic measures, too.
clear In your mind the effect of this Louis officials have been
notified of
accept it as gospel truth. More
Come
to
see
us,
am!
Kee
the
trite
A
saying Is "Seeing is believIf the New Haven road has
the serious condition at Lexington
than 5,000 People are wearprettleat, More in Paducah,
ing," so I shall be pleased to refer
000 to spend for the hire of money sun,, of Capt. Jack North:anal, who
ing glasses we fitted with comand the great displays of
you,
We will furnish you with a servant that
If
interested
Lou
are
, to any num
It Inou)4 be able to borrow $1.010,00%- was stricken with paralysis. He lived
will stay at least
fort and satisfaction. Why not
Spring and Easter apparel.
ber of people you know Veil who esn
tme at 4 per cent, at 5.per cent Its in Paducah until a few
one
year—work night and day without complaining—will
let
us
tit
you
too?
years ego
It's worth while.
do
attest to the virtue* of the treatment
$4,00.0,0000) would pay interest on When he removed to Lexington. Capyour shopping, order your supplies, call the doctor,
In liver, stomach, **meta, rermInatic,
fireman
-only $80,0001.0.0'e. .
tain- eknaheind Is a conductor and
or police—attetad all your wants—All for
EYES EXAMINED FREE
asthma, : malaria, neuralgia
and
"Stappoae It hasontly, $4,0.0 000'
.55 years
and 11111-fleer
month. 1‘4111 etintreet Dt;Partment !lo. 650 for
nervous conditiOn.
particulars.
'w!tIL which to pay Interest- we can,reveling In Paducah, Frank
NorthCall
office,
me
1407
at
my
or
at
call
see that footpad of the New Haven land, a switchman for the N., C. &
616 Broadway, at any time between
Optical Heaequarlets of Paducah.
road •boving /IT .004.041ki to spend et, L.. and °rower Northland, flagman
9 and 12 a in or tantIS..ja. Dr.
609 111110A0WAY
Sor Improvements aa4 for labor, ft sn the ilia Not
6In1111eelleesoliroleasellirelleiseteemilimiete, G. le ereago
1itsee
1ese ._

the Vabucab %tin.
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

A SIMPLE MIXTURE
SAID TO RELIEVE RHEUMATISM,
AND ANYONE CAN PREPARE IT

'PEOPLE ABANDON
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

144130,1

FIRST DISPLAY OF SPRING OXFORDS

DEATHS OF A DAY
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ANTIS DEFEATED

The New Store Blazes the
Way".

Green Ties
for
St. Patrick's
Day

IF ONE MAN

IF TEN MEN

IF OS E HUNDRED PEOPLE

Are You Looking
for a Servant?
$1.50. .6.

STEINFELD OPTICAL CO.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.

t.

1
•

t
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and G. R. Allen, of Mayfield, spent
Friday in Paducah.
Mr. John Theobald went to Golconda this morning to buy stock.
H. H. Loving and W. V. Eaton returned this morning from Chicago.
Mrs. B. T. Cullom, Wife of the well
James-Lets
Deeds Filed.
Mr. Leslie Allen James and Miss known conductor, is ill at her home,
Cecil Reed to FL. L. Shemwell and
street.
Dcrsle Lee were married at the home 913 Trimble
L. E. Wallace, property in county orMrs. Annie S. Jeffrey, of Toledo,
of the bride's parents on Saturday.
dered sold by court, $3,226, estate
arrive
will
0.,
Monday
to visit her
March 2, Rev. Melton officiating.
of H. B. Carter.
manager of the
The bridegroom holds a goad Po- son H. Jeffrey
J. W. Keller to Blanch C. Keller,
Telephone
Home
company.
sition with the Kirby Lumber combusiness house on
Broadway
beMr. C. C. Grassham, of Paducah, tween Third and Fourth streets,
pany at t.11, and is said to be a
$1
left Tuesday for De Land, Fia., and and other considerations.
young man of exemplary habits.
Miss Lee is the youngest daughter other points In the peninsula state,
Mrs. Emma Neihaus to Globe Bank
of Dock Lee and is well known and to accompany Mrs. Grassharn and his & Trust company, residence on Jeflittle daughter, Pauline, home. He ferson street,
admired by all her associates.
near Eighth street.
The News wishes them a life of toil: be gone about ten days. Mrs.
happiness
aud
prosperity.--Cad I Graasham and daughter have been
Circuit Court.
In he south for their health.-Liv(Texas) News.
Mary Gallen, at al., against J. M.
ingston Banner.
Miss Bruce Wearen has been con- L. Russell and the Fooks-Acree Lum
Enjoyable Evening Party.
ben company, for $1,575 alleged to
fined
to her home
915 Walnut
11dr. and MTS. Walter Stavley enbe
due on account; also for an intertained with a party last evening street by illness for several days.junction restraining the -defendants
Bulletin.
Cairo
at their home. 429 Adams street.
from cutting any more timber on
Mr. Leslie Purdy has returned from
Music and games were the features
their land.
White
River, Ark.
of the
pleasure. Those
present
Susan Collins against Annie Townafternoon and evening.
Merchants were: Misses Bessie Smedley, Emma
The Rev. W. E.'Cave is better.
send, a sister, for the division of
report good business.
Mrs J, ,R, Henry returned toda;
Mayer, Mary Fields, Minnie Thixton,
property.
MATK SYSTEM
--Joe Wooldridge, an Illinois Cen- Mabel Berry, Ritiby
Mayer, Lela from a visit to Nashville,
Of REFRIGERATION
tral switch engine fireman, caught his Fields, Vera Smith,
The Rev. J. R. Clark was called to
Dorothy Miller,
Marriage License.
right thumb in machinery on his enMrs. Walter Stavley; Mesers, Ernest Paris, Tenn., by the illness of relaJack McKay, city, 23, to Fannie
gine this morning and was forced to
AVZi
Bell, Clyde Bell, Louis List, Chris tives.
Maygor, 30, Grand Rivers.
lay off. Woodridge is the son of C.
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
The Rev. Peter Fields has returned
Steger, George Shepherd, Henry Yar-For Copeland's stable phone 100 W. Wooldridge, the well known Illi- brough, Jim Ripley, Sanders Miller, from Central City.
Court Notes.
-Eleven candidates were i Mated nois Central pattern maker.
Mr. Henry Rudy and Mr. R. B.
Oran Bell.
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot ham
-The
Rev.
W.
Glover,
E.
pastor
Paducah
council of Royal and
into the
Phillips. of Rudy, Phillips & company, purchased
a new flag for the court
of the First Ward Colored Baptist
Select Master Masons last evening
have returned from New York City.
In Honor of Mrs. Brack.
house to be unfurled as soou as the
church
returned
has
from
Hot
Gilbert,
Dr.
osteopath,
400 ai
Mrs. Henry Rudy returned last
The members of Evergreen Cirele,
month is over. He fears the strong
Springs and is much improved. He
Broad way. Phone 196.
No. 13, were royally entertained by i night from a visit to French L.ck March
winds will tear the flag
-Drink Belvedere, the master will preach at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. their Worthy Guardian, Mrs. A. L. Springs.
Charles Cox, studying law under
m. Sunday school at 9:30 a. M. Men's
brew.
Stanley Miller, aesistant city enIseman, at her home Thursday afAttorneys Bagby & Martin, has been
meeting at 3 p. tn. Mission at 6 p. m.
-Upright pianos from $1543 to
ternoon, from 2 to 5 o'clock, in hon- gineer, will leave today for San Frangranted a certificate showing him to
-The United States civil service
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
or of their banker, Mrs. Brack, who else° to accept a position. He rebe of good character, a necessary forcommission announces examinations
'used pianos we make these offers.
leaves next week for Meridian, Miss.,'signed here two weeks ago...t,
mality to his securing a license to
for this district as follows: Testing
W. T. Miller 8c Bro., 518 Broadway.
to make that place her future home.
Dr. Charles ft. Lightfoot has gone
practice Law.
assistant, forest service; engineer
•
-Get your green carnations for
A peanut contest was greatly en- to Cloverport to attend the funeral
and carpenter, and hindoo interpretSt Patrick's Day, at Brunson's, 520
joyed by all present. The booby prizes lof his niece, Miss Frances Lightfoot,
.12th and Trimble Block.
er, immigration service, April 10.
Broadway.
were won b • Mrs. Lula Ralph and 3 years old who died of spinal meninA sale has been made of the 12th
-Wedding invitations, announoeMrs. Georgia Leroy. Refreshments gitis. She was the child of Dr. and
and Trimble St. block, so long used
Card of Thanks.
ments and every character of enwere served.
Mrs. F. L. Lightfoot.
for circuses and carnivals. It is to be
To the Paducah Traction Co., City:
graved work is given careful, personTom Moore, driver of the chemical etit up in lots and sold. It will sell
FOR SALE-High grade men's
Gentlemen:-.Evergreen and MagMr. Sam Given went to Moss' Ferry truck
al attention at the Sun job office.
No. 4 fire station, Is the father rapidly as the location is desirable in
sample shoes. Ben Klein under New
nolia groves, Wo.odrnen circle of Pathis morning on business.
-Globe-Wernicke filing cases and ducah, Kentucky,
of a son born yesterday afternoon.
Richmond hotel.
every way. Edgar W. Whittemore,
,
wish to
express
Patrolman James Clark, who is ill
an supplies for them; also the best their appreciation for
Mrs. T. B. Lutz, of 814 South Sev- Fraternity Building, both Phones
the kindness
SEND your clothes to the Faultand unable to be on duty, has devel- enth
line of Carbons. k full line of blank and courtesy extended
street, boas returned from visit- 835, will. have it for sale.
less Pressing club, 3021
/
by your corn- oped
2 Broadway.
fever, and his condition today
books anti all kind% of office supplies.
ing at Union City, Tenn., and HickHigh & Browder, proprietors. Dots
Pans during the recent convention to Is
worse.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old this city,
man, Ky. Her mother, Mrs. Amanda
Female Housebreaker.
EAT at Whitehead's'restaurant.
phones 1507.
Attorney Mike Oliver went to Gilphone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
Lutz, accompanied her home for a
Ida Scott
colored, was arrested
SALESMAN to sell lubricating oils
MITCHELLS
for high-grade bicybertsville this morning on business
-You know your calling cards To Jersey
this afternoon by Patrolmen Hessig cles, 326-328
visit.
and Olive camps Woodmen
greases on salary or commission:
and
Third
South
street.
The
Rev.
T. J. Owen went to Calare correct when they come from the
Mrs. Helen C. Dunn, of 821 South and McCune for alleged housebreakof the World, oity:
Excellent Side line. Champion ReFOR
vert
Stovewood
City
this
Heating
and
morning
ring
to
preach.
Sun office. Script cards and plate,
Third street, has returned from ing, Freddie Yopp, a hot tamale venGentlemen:---Evergreen and Mag- LOCAL...
fining company, Cleveland, 0.
437 F. Levin.
a hundred; the Old Eriglieh at nolia groves Woodmen
Stuttgart, Ark., and
Jacksonville, der, alleges she entered his house
circle, wish to
LOST-Between
-Candidates
Ripley's
drug
have
the
Invaded
CLOTHES
cleaned
and
repaired.
$340.
Texas, where she spent the winter. through a rear window.
express their thanks for the courtesy railroad shops,
store and
Husbands street, highand today at noon one
Phone 956-a.
Jas.
Duffy,
-Belvedere beer Is a home pro- extended the groves
Mrs. James Gemming, of Carbon,
during the Wood running for mayor, spoke to the emback comb. Reward. Bessie Welch,
OVERSTREET, the paintar.dont. Remember that.
New
Dr. Rogers' Funeral.
men circle convention held in this pioyes of the Illinois Central wood dale. Ill., is visiting Mrs. Henry
1121 South llth.
phone
1025,
phone
old
975.
The
-If you haven't time to go home city
funeral services of Dr. William
Hazotte, 1206 Jackson street,
working shops.
TENANT WANTED- For one or
for dinner try Whnebead's 26c dinFOR RENT-Third
floor over
ML-13 Lille Pierson, of Hopkins- Rogers will be held tomorrow afterMRS. A. L. 'SIDMAN,
Program for Matinee Milstein Club.
two
story store, Fourth street and
ner, 215 Broadway.
noon
at
2 o'clock at the family home, Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
is visiting her mother. Mrs.
MRS. LEONA HATA.,
The following attractive program
Kentucky avenue. Any part of 60x
and
at
2:4.5
o'clock
Apply
at
M.
Office.
St.
the
--The Palmer House restaurant
Fisher,
Post
F.
German
Hereon,
.Dora
of
1005
South Fourth
MRS. J. V. SPENCE.
will be rendered at the meeting of
70 feet. Apply at Paducah Banking
Lutheran church. The Rev. Paul
serve every afternonn fresh apple,
street.
FOR SALE or rent-Two Girardey
Committee
the Matinee Musical club on WednesCompany.
Bente.
of
St.
Louis,
will
peach or coffee rake, also special
conduct
both
Mrs.
Bryan,
M.
L.
of Clay street,
pianos. Address Mrs. Girardey, 12.3
day afternoon March 20, at the parI OSITION WANTED- By young
services. The burial will be at Oak North Seventh.
made coffee.
Leading School Man.
ish house of Grace Episcopal church: will go to Jackson, Tenu., today to
man age 23. Have had experience in
Grove
cemetery.
The Seymour Daily Republican French Composers-Bizet and Gad-City subscribers to the Daily
FOR SALE - Orient Buckboard all kinds of clerical work. Can furMr. S. C. French, of Oklahoma
Sun who wish the delivery of their says:
automobile.
Dr. Samuel
Dodds. nish best of reference. Address M,
ard.
Automobile Bargain.
"Supt. J. A. Carnegey, of the No- Leaders-Miss Frances Gould, Miss City, is in the city.
papers stopped must notify our colCairo, El.
care SunNow is the time to buy an autoLAttle Miss Mamie Stevens of Paris
lectors or make their requests di- blesville schools and former superinAlice Compton.
LOST-Gold-headed. umbrella. IniFOR SALE-46 acre farm 3 miles
moasile.
Foreman
Bros.
have
one
for
Ky., is visiting her giandmother, Mrs.
rect to Tne Sun office. No attention tendent at Columbus, has been elect- . .Current Events.
tials E. G. S. Reward for return to on Mayfield road. Six room house,
will be pall to such orders when ed superintendent of the schools at 1. Biographical Sketches--Miss Ber- M. D. Williams. of 431 North Fifth $500 that is a bargain. Investigate Smith
& Scott Tobacco factory,
with good outbuildings. Address
it.
street.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co. Paducah Ky.. at a salary of $2,000
tie Nash.
Elizabeth
Metzler, Gen. Del., PaduFOR SALE-Furniture and bedMrs. Berdie Shaw, of Cadiz, is the
-Get your green carnations for a year and will move there next Au- 2. Vocal Solo, "Berceese" (Godard)
cah, Ky.
WANTED
-White
25
girl
on
for
rooms.
lease
ding
Also
general
for
guest of Mrs. J. B. Allen, of Jeffer-Mrs. D. Flournoy.
St Patrick's Day, at Brunson's, 620 gust. He was selected by the unaniLOS"T-Diamond and pearl brooch
housework. New phone 1253.
house. Will trade for good horses.
mous vote of the board out of 47 apViolin Obligato-Mrs. Will Clark. son street.
Broadway.
on
street between Fifth and BroadAddress
It.,
Sun.
care
FOR
SALE- Cheap, Horse and
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah plicants. Professor Carnagey Is a 3, Vocal Solo, "Florian's Song"
way and 815 Jefferson street. Finder
Phone
Buggy.
53
graduate of Hanover college and was
will
leave
R,
or
today
204.
for
Hot
Springs,
Va.
beer.
(Godard)-Miss Anne Bradshaw.
FOR SALE-Buff Plymouth rock
return to Loeb & Bloom's, office, on
LOST-Ladies' gold. watch 6th eggs, 540 cents per dozen. John C.
-We .re prepared to repair as a classmate of Judge 0. H. Mont- 4. The Opera Pen i and Wagner-Miss They will be gone several weeks at
N. Second street, and receive liberal
this
gomery,
famous
of
this
health
city.
He
and
.is
and
pleasure
one
Washington
reof
or
6th and Ky. Let- Harris. Old phone 597 ring 5.
Virginia Newell.
well as reptant and refit your carreward.
ter A on back. Reward if returned
riages. All work done promptly, and the leading school men in Indiana." 5. Piano Selections-Miss Isabel Mo- sort.
FOR SALE CHEAP-Work horse.
OPEN SHOP plumbers and steamDr.
and
Mrs.
Garber
J.
B.
win
to
113
S.
han.
2nd.
satisfaction guaranteed. Phone old,
George Skelton
817 South Fifth. fitters.
Steady work
$4.50, eight
Mr. S. W. Radnedge, of the Illi- 6. Vocal Solo, (a) "Habanera" from leave next week for Lancaster, Pa.,
401, Sexton Sign
Works, Sixteenth
$1260 buys 31
Mechanicsburg Phone 2281.
hours
a
Saturday
day.
nois
half-holiday.
for
Central
a
two
caboose
months'
shops,
business
went
trip.
to
"Carmen"; (b) "Sequidilla" from
and Madison.
lots all In a bunch. Glass, works now
WANTED-A
good
houseboat. Year's contract to A-1 men. ReferFire and Police Commissioner R. building. Other factories coming.
"Carrnen"-Miss Mayme Dreyfass.
-Place yoour orders for wedding Louisville :ast night on business.
Must be in good condition. Address ences required. Transportation guarBorn, to Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ford,
It, Sutherland is able to be at work Nothing can be lost on a $40
Invitatione at home.
The Sun is
lot. R. R., the Sun.
anteed. Master Plumbers' Ass'n, 516
of
1617
Clay
street, a son.
showing as great an assortment as
Mrs. L. P. Holland is visiting Mrs. after a brief illness of gr:p and fever. White neighborhood.
These lots
Bee Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
RENT--Front
FOR
or
,with
room
W.
C.
Holland
in
you will find anywheffe at prices
worth $75 each on monthly payKuttawa.
without board, 421 South Sixth. Old CUT FLOWERS.
FOR REN'T-10-room
suburban
Deeds Filed.
Miss Ina Bud, of the local Cummuch lower titan you wila have to
ments right now. This is a sure
residence In Arcadia, either
E. W. Smith to B. H. Scott, power thing and fine to salt down for a phone 1949.
with
berland Telephone force, has .been
pay elsewhere. '
Cholee Carnations, per doz. .... 50e
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate garden or with 70-acre farm.
of attorney.
Six
visitihg
her
parents,
Mr.
and
long
Mrs.
pull,
W.
M.
Janes,
Trueheart
-We give you better carriage and Roses, beet grade per doz.
$104
in Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0. blocks ftom car line. Apply to L. D.
Thomas N. Jones to C. J. Clark, Building.
better service for the money, than Roman Hyacinths, white, per dos. Mk Jasper -Ethel, in Kuttawa this week.
Sanders. Phone 765. Office
Box, 673, City.
318
Mr. and Mn.,. M....-Roos, of May- power of attorney.
is given by any transfer company in
A choice lot of Azaleas in
any
Smith
Sixth street.
•1••==•••■••••11N
Thurman
,
field
..i4114-11.
spent
to
Mike
Kelley
this
yeeteeelleg4le
city.
et
ONE nice front room furnished for
America, Fine carriages for special eslor, just beginning to bloom.
Mrs. Emma Slaughter, of May- al, property In the Thurman addiFOR SALE- Just finished house
rent. Bath and all modern convenioccasions on short notice, also eleFree delivery to any part of the
tion, $150.
field, Is visiting here.
of four rooms reception hall. Front
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. eity.
W. M. Farmer and others to 0. T.
Mrs. E. M. Shelton. of Mayfield, is
FOR SALE-Four room house, 1c7t and back porch. Water In kitchen,
-Get your green carnations for
SCRIM US BROS.,
Farmer, property In the
In Paducah.
county,
40x165 feet, on South Fourth near Half block from car line. On 40 foot
St Patrick's Day, at Brunson's, 520
noth phone* 191
Robert Newsome, John Phillips $150
Tennessee street. Liberal terms. S. lot. Small rash payment, balance on
Broadway.
monthly Installments. L. D. Sanders,
A. Hill. telephone 964.
-Yesterday the visit of the pay
For Sale.
President
McCracken Real Estate
car to the Illinois Central employes
FOR SA4Ate-Three
head
good
Farm near Guthrie, Ky., fine toand Mortgage Co., Office 318 South
caused business to "pick up" and
work
and
horses
one mare in foki by
bacco producer, seven tobacco harm,
Sixth street, Phone 765.
there were many shoppers out both
Patchtnore. Apply to Johnson-Deneight tenant houses, four acres orWANTED-For VS. 5. Army: Able.
ker
Coal Co., 114th and Tenness
ee.
chard, eighty acres timber. New 11
bodied unmarried men betweee Ages
e•
GENERAL repair shop of clocks,
room house with large cellar, finished
of 18 and 35; citizens of United
umbrellas, etc. Starr & Bell, Ninth
with best material and having every
States, of good character and temTrimble.
and
New phone 1110. Give perate
convenience possible for country
habits, who can speak. reit!
us a call.
home. Also Mx room house built in
and write English. For informatioa
1006. Price on whole $21.200 or
IA/ST-Iiady's watch some where apply to recruiting officer, New RichLettuces
2 bunches 16c
will divide to cult purcluteeI. H. C.
between Clark and Tennessee streets mond Hooee, Paducah, Ky.
Parsnips .
5c quart.
Trueheart Building,
on Ninth. Return to The Sun for reWANTED--You to call, write ot
Tuenips
1,0c gal.
ward.
phone for Catalogur-of Draughonj
Sweet potatoes
60e bu
Trimble St. Lots.
AiN INCOMIF's FOR THE FAMILY Practical Business College, 314 1-2
Irish potatoes
80c be.
Between Ninth and Tenth, North
-Dividends that will Please you. Il- Broadway, Paducah. A. M.
Route
Sassafras
Sc bunch.
Side etch 40x150 to alley; $550
lustrated report with 4.0 photos, free. Manager. Ole phone 1755.
Young onions
It will
2 bunches Sc.
each. Both for $1,000 cash.
Addrees International Lunrber, Drex- convince you that Draughon gives
Greens
the
10c bunch.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency, Fra-'
el Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
best course of instruction. That
Beets
2 bunches 16c
ternity Bldg. Both Phones 835.
FOR SALE - -3,000 fruit trees. Draughon secures positions or
Radishes
2 bunches 16e.
reAs has heed announced, for
Several varieties of apple, peach.pear funds money. Night and day set.
Celery .....
..2 bunches for 15c
Education Department to Meet-.
a time we will sell Shop Caps
And cherry. Albert Sherron Nursery- sions.
Strewberries ..
....3 for 25c
The educational committetPof the
for TWO CENTS on Monman, Paducah, Ky., Route 2.. Phone
Grape fruit
6 for 25e
OF INTEREST to parties with
Woman's club will meet on Monday
days only. Come in any time,
436, ring 4.
Bananas
1.0c dos.
money-If eon have any difficulty in
afternoon at 3 o'clock with Dr., DeOranges
Monday and get one of these
16 to 40c Dos.
RISNT-fwo
FOR
brick store placing your surplus funde write or
lia Caldwell, 735 Broadway. All the
Apples
louses, Eleventh and Broadway, one call on me, AS I have a number of
40c peck
caps.
Only
one
rap
sold
to
be
requested
members
present
to
are
Dear Mr. Advertiser, if I were your advisor
CAsickens
we-story
45 to 75e
brick
business
•
house, applieMdena for money
as it is a meeting of importance.
I'd toll you whorls to place
In
sums
each customer.
Tnrkey.
Your advertising matter so 'twould bo sure to scatter
16e lb.
litrieenth
and
91112'.
.raduc.SktiLerps_121.111410 anti tis w iLk reel esitst4
__ .....z.,„ •_...-...-- ...... --- AftIe
- ---"''" eleibbibi ---"^
ng -company:--CI,
Ili each
1
Gleardey Farm.
security, good interest rates, close)
The billboard merely stands and waits:
.Eggs
15c dos
Wilt
Twenty acres Cairo road. flood
THE LOCAL PAPER CIRCULATES.
house $21 South Personal Investigation, all communi11
6
14
1
7447
161k/Rei
t
Butler
20es lb
'eventh strest, one door north
place for country home. Small house.
S. T.
of cations strictly confidential
"
Vie
valitinATIMTTLII
Item
..
17c IQ
$3,500.
Dr. ,Reddick's residence. Poeeefteion Randle. loans, Real Estate and !n.
The
stens
of
price
oue
a
ad.
word
erns
one
a
insertion
bi
for
two
laud
Sleusage
I' te lb
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,FraJeen April 1st. Apply at Bieder- eurotic/. Room 3, American-0er maat
C..,110,111.11e4
cents a word for three insertions, each to accompany the order.
Lard
1:: 1-20 lb
ternIty Bldg. Phones 853.
man's store.
National Bank.
mimmi
1
a

gdvance Showing of
1
"------

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

THE BEST THING

Xew 6pring Juitg,
JiIk Waists,
ZlackVoil and Yaneq 6kirts

On Ice and Water

"few Otings grriving
Vonstantlq.

gudq,

geadq-to-Wear 9epartment
Second Yloor

Hart is now ready to show the two
best lines of Refrigerators he has
ever brought on. Visit HART.

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO
WANT ADS. Fr;

4e4rarr-r41-4-1-i-r-e4

1

i

I

1

Circulation Versus Stagnation.

SHOPI
CAPS
2cents

TODAY'S IIARKETS

MONDAY

i

THE PAtoUCAII EVENING SUN,

.S.
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AT THE CHURCHES t.‘NO CONFERENCE

PURELY VEGETABLE

selTRDAY, NILARCTI

ale ue finished tonight and let off
next week
The Char.'s Turner finally got
ttioes..0
d
for the Teureersee river

WITH MAGNATES :sfzr

Not only jg a medictie Aluable
or its ability to:cure disease,
wai in which it affects (he
bti; the Aaltiaiwiwirdiwitiwirt
system it ,a Very impdttan
.
e144
t factor. „,Wlien She
system is infected with the
With a head mate lacking, the Pegerms of disease as in Rheu
matism, Catarrh,
Sc+tala, Sores and Ulcers,
Pelet
niter
iens
ters 1.ee came ;ti last night from MeruSkin Diseases, Contagious
every particle of its recup
Mood Poison, etc.,
rlita'T -TheIev,1r • 71 el'aVP'.
erative strength is needed to
phi heavily laden and rematinel here
assist in eliminating !Meteor. The ,Rev.
the.poisons and impurities
Henry FL Sweete They Will No Visittlic White
and
which are causing the trouble.
Shona 2 o'clrek until 6 o'clock this
dosed and treated with strong
It should not be of Loutseelle
, will ereach morning
and
mineral mixtures and concoction
morn
ing.
add to the burden, by disag
The
s that further
H011
trip
140
This Time
then to Cirveinnati
reeably affecting the bowels,
and eveming.
producing indiges- i
titan, or eating out the delicate
wes resumed.
linings and membranes of
the stomach. The /. KENTUCKY Atli:NC/se- The Rev.
absolute vegetable purity
Aside front the towboat eagle, ne
of S. S. S. has always been
J.
Henr
R.
one
points its its favor, and is
y, pastor. Mornitig
the strongest
one of the principal reasons for
movements of the rest of the
(lov
erno
r
Denten Is relied to Meet
its being now the .1eet: "The Goklea Rule." Iffers
most widely knowu and
Paeltet4
eing
universally %used blood medi
In winter harbor hereeis expected becine on the market. subject: "The Reeto
It is made entirely of heali
Pressetient mad likens* I. C.
ration of the E-rrAre you too this in face or
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lorikIng dovnilftto The court. file eyea what will you do?" he said Weakly
South Second street, formerly Mar- house door In Paducah, and at three SI times as many subscribers as the
WITH
Loder returned hie questioning Ease.
were bleak, his face bard: blE earn
Asa street. being a part of lot 80. other public places In the vicinity of ludepenfk,nt company. Yet
it will
heard nothing bet the faint sound of but almost itnmediately he turned
block 10, old town of Padticali, Ken- said property and by publication of
plefe a telephone in your tomb:lend
-alloilpg, the click of tbe aside: "I?" he said. "Oh, I shalt leave
tan
c
r
t
a
.t.2.11
P
t.p
.
v„....rommencrigig sty j,h1 AgoLat. sa I.d, _nittegji,j, riducl.hLetittrev."'
"assfhoaat &wrist of )06 nem; owned lain nue. a' ep fur at least four
brlffillYff.
ONSUMPTION
Price
by W. Itehkopf, conve‘ed to him hut weeks prior to said 'tale: and he vhe't pany is supposed to charge, and peeFor a time that seStrI4Pd intertninehie
CO bGiff sad
(To be Cloutinued.)
B10',6$ 00
Peter Vernla and wife: thence up take from the purchaser bend with ved* In addition, long distence faciahe stood mestiortietee then, when he
OL S
Fres Tr. O.
necOnd etreet 19 feet, 5 inches, more good and approved surety for the Isn- tiee which will
judged the the finished, he Menotti
enable you to reach
ot less and to the soothe/1K corner of paid purchase money, payable to btfnChileote had drawn closer to
i.nd Quickest Churn •r al
Life alway a is a doll grind to the
; the Kid Caw, lot, and Wog the lot *elf is such trustee: and * lien Is folly fifty million people from your
THROAT and LUNG TROIII.
the firs'. tie Was obviously braced by
Both Phones 756.
I' formerly_ owned by Goy IL
aid ,berehr ordered to be retained
pon homy.
LINA, Or HOIXEY RAM
the Warmth, and the apathy that rung men who thinks Only of ids even
CaIrin 1) Case and liao, 0. Minor:Mild IsiAl oltatet tO Water Moot
the
about him was to eottie eljent dispel grist
Call 500 for forum taformution.
anti deeded by them to said 40. Reh- paymeat or the Inlaid p
ase
••
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Masquerader

A FILM IGNITES;
PANIC FOLLOWS

!
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By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,

•

•

•

•

Oak Dale Hotel

HENRY MAIIMEN, JR.

•

LEE LINE STEAMERS

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins

G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

ARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES

DRAUGHON

aizainea4F6914,4

WILL CURE IT

6

INSOM

National Candy Company's

FINE CANDIES

,

r

ANNUAL SALE,TEN MILUON BOXES

10011 S4113300

with the National
Candy Co., to receive
large shipment of their
Chocolates and Bon
Bone Fresh Every
Week.
wholesome

^

KILLTHROs
CURE

a

LUNC8

the requirements of the Pure Food
Law.

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOR

0

misa-valtpw vartrtgrriptarakilabat.

S.IL Winstead

.
4.:104

6

`
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Monday, March 18, Matinee and Nig
ht

THE DANDY DIXIE MINSTRE
LS
And Cotton Pickers' Band==="All to the Go
od"

$10,000 invested in Magnificent Minstrel Mounti
ngs. First part scenic splendor, artistically reprod
ucing a "Royal Palm Grotto." Enchanting ensemb
ner salutations, songs of Dixie, melodies of ante-hel
les, Star Spangled Banium days, modern musical masterpieces, vocal
and instrumental. The show hit of the New Yor
garden and Manhattan Beach theater, Coney Isla
k theatre, Wistaria roof
nd, where "THE DANDIES" was the big-featured
and pre-eminently successful attraction of those
million dollar amusement palaces during the summer
magnificent and multiof 1906. Press and public proclaim the Dan
dy Dixie Minstrels the best real negro minstrels
in the world, bar none.

•

Balcony Reserved for Colored Patrons

BIG BARGAIN MATINEE 25c TO
ALL. Night Prices 25c, 35c, 50c and 75
c. Seats now on sale.

FRIDAY NIGHT. MARCH 22
A Volcanic Eruption of Laughter.

Twenty=Eight h Annual Tour

Richard &

FAMOUS

uattoIA MINSTRELS

40 Celebrated Fun Makers. 10 Big New and Nov
el Acts. 20 Sweet-Voiced Choral Cou
rt. The Big Six Comedians—Clarence Powell, Fred
Frank Kirk, Elmer Clay, Lee Denton. Beautiful
Simpson, Lester McLaniels,
Scenic and Electrical Effects. GORGEOUS
STREET PARADE.

Entire Balcony Reserved for Colored
People
Prices-25c,50c and 75c.

Seats on Sale Thursday 9 a. m.

CARE OF MIND.

ate; and how they influence
one is uol
CAIRO EXCURSION.
small matter. "Let every boy
DENEEN IS CALLED.
be authoritatively stated that the chiefs
and girl
will be consulted
The Rev. Calvin Thompson Talks have right
regarding
Farm of 30 Acres for
mental associates—that ,
railroad situation, especially the Har- the advisa
Sale.
bility of calling off the at' Sunday, March 17, to the United By
To High School.
means books and the association
Roosevelt in Hopes Of Ending rimau-Alton deal will be
Situa
ted near Maxon Mill.
of'
discu
ssed.
tack
on
the
Ky., in
Illino
State
is
s
Man
Centr
al railroad
-of-War "Wasp."
Friday morning the
Rev. Calvin other minds. By toe books you read,
Illinois War on Harriman.
sight of Metropolis, Ill.,
In legislative circles it is assumed company and the various
and
Thompson addressed the High school I can tell your chara
anti-r
having ,
ail—
cter", he eon- 1
that President Roosevelt, who was to road measures pending In
on "Care of the Mind." His talk was tinned. "Be careful
the gener- a frontage of 60 rods on public road.
t
Tie
steam
er
D:ck
about your
Fowler will run
Washington, March 16.—Governor have held a conference with E. H. al assembly.
The greater part of this land
replete with anecdotes and with his 'books and be careful
•
is very
about your as-la special nip to Cairo and return,
Harriman today, has been informed
The latter include the Bush 2-cen fertile; 20
sItteeable manner of speaking tile sociates." In conclusion
f)eneen and Attorney General Stead
acres now in timothy and
t
he asked: leaving the
the
by
latter
that
the
wrier
railro
. at 9 a. m. sharp, of 1:11nois, whit
ads are passenger rate bill, which passe
0pils were given a treat. "If you "What is Education?"
were invited to Wash- being
d the clover, ten acres in stalk.
It is not a and retikruAgl
pat-reit/et by the Illinois ex- house by
Soil sandy
e •iiis Cairo 4 p. to., ington to
a vote of 139 to 0 and loam.
kive a mind give it a decent house", four years' course with a tiiplo
confe
r
with
him,
arrive
ma at anriving hemp 9
d ecutiveLlat
Produced 3.1 bushels corn
.
ljetr
AtIve
in.
depar
Arrangements today. They will
to
tment
which
s,
is
said Dr. Thompson. "Give the mind the end. An educated
now
on
secon
d
readi
call at the white and
ng in acre last year. This
man is one have been
that Governor Deneen and At- the senat
must be sold
made with the captain of house.
exercise, for like the body It devel- who can do two things at
e: the Adkins reciprocal de- quick
one time— the Wasp tei
and
for that reason a price
torney. General Stead will be asked murra
allow all visitors from
of
ge bill, which hes been
ops through exercise."
write and think., think logically.
'Governor Deneen stated that the by the
re- $2.3 per acre is made,
It is Paducah to inspect the
president to use their offices ported out
subject to acship. Owing presi
For some minutes he dwelt on the concentration of the mind.
by
the house —committee ceptance
dent
in
his
invita
"
tion
within the present month
did not in an effort to allay anti-railroad
to the rising rivers this will be
.
agi- on railroads, and
the mention what
having a purpose in life; for without
the Hurburgh Telephone 127
subjects were to be tation in Illinois
or call at office. H.
only chance for Paducah peopie
gradu
ated
to
a purpose exercise will be nothing,
passe
Al Rittenhouse, second clerk
nger rate bill, now C. Hollins,
taken up at the conference, but it can
Real Estate and Rentals,
on see the man-of-war. Fare
It is believed here that the Illinois on second readi
for round
and with purpose there comes disci- the Kentucky, :eft on the Peter
ng in the senate.
Truelleart Building.
s Lee trip $1.00. Good
musk and elegant
pine, Commenting on work, he said. last night, and Joe Sinno
tt will leave dinner serve
d on the boat. The Pow"I feel sorry for the girl that knows 1ahis berth on the Kentucky
tonight, ler will make no
41111MMININNIMINIMNIENNW
charge to place the
nothing of housework, and I _rfeel
excursionists aboard the ship.
still more sorry for the than, who! The Indianapolle Y.
M. C. A. startNo intoxicating liquors allowed on
marries such a girl."
. ed Out to get $21.neese in seven
teen the boat and no bad behav
ior perThe Importance of one's assoc - - days. and got $`27:l
mitted.
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A.

ANNOUNC:BMENT.

Spring Millinery Opening

Miss Zula Cobbs
Tuesday and Wednesday. March. 19th and 20th.
You are Cordially !nvttrlf.
kt40******C***

**4
*****

Captain
Dick •Rereves, of
the
Reeves Lumber cotnpany, of Helena.
Ark., is in the city looking for a
towboat to add to his fleet.
The
Maud Kilgore: now on the ways. Is
one offer boats.

Eu

ROXBORO
Is on Its Way

"good customer" VI-110 "haft,
itened" to spend his money in the
other store the other day fool also
"happened" to be impressed with the
other man's ad.

I THE BIG STORE'S GRAND OPENINfi DISPLAY OF EASTER MILLIN
ER
Y
Our Millinery Opening Will be at Its Height Next Friday
and Saturday, March 22
and 23

Everybody cordially invited to attend on these great SHOW
DAYS. Never before have we shown Easter Hats so beautifu
l and styles equally charming for suc
prices. These great millinery values are the resu lt of Mrs. Harbour's
h
commercial foresight and artistic acumen, backed by amp
le cash. to pay for millinery in marvelous
and big assortments from first hands. Our Millinery Show Room has bee
n greatly improved and is not surpassed in cities with
great lots
many times the population
of
..
Paducah
MONDAY, MARCH IS,
with iltoedway expenses and
Broadwaj methods cannot afford to make
With Easte0 only two weeks away
come to see about your hat without
delay.

We rill: begin a great sale of several hundred ready-to-wear hats. It's
a charming and choice collection of
the season's best shapes and popti-

WOMEN'S EASTER S('ITS.
REAL DRESSY DRES114114.
Some here and hundreds coming
We didn't aim to buy Sprin
g and
Summer suits but
when we saw
these lovely dressy suits made of
light weight voiles. Panama, and

lar braids. They are copies and adaptenons of the smartest Paris and
New York Models. In addition to
wealth of beanty the price adds to
their attraettveness. They are
the
kind of prices that Broadway stcfres
_

silks we changed our minds becau
se
never before have we seen women's
stilts so varied, so dressy, so becomMg, so practical, for
both Spring
and Summer wear as we now have
bought for this season's selling,
We are expecdng lots of them to
arrive in time for Easter. Some are
here, others are on the was, and still,
others are to he expressed next
week,
The prices will range from
$10 to
II0

RE,tuTim, EASTER SKIRTS AND
WAISTS.

A magniflOttert aggregation of both.
New skirts In Voiles, Chiron, Pane,Stever, Checks and Novelties.
priced only as this store prices the
best tailored skirt..
MAX,

The waists are charming in China
and Jap silks, in Linens, and Lawns,
No such varieties are shown elsea

arboties-DeMirttrient-St-OFe

where in Paducah. The prices
are tintnatchably low.
AN

EASTER

SALE OF DRESS
GOODS AND SILKS.

Fashion's newest weaves and
colors are here side by side
with the
staple goods that are worn
year in
and year out. f" They are specia
l and
timely offerings that will
convince
you of our bargain giving
suprema.

oy—Chifon, Panatnas.
Voiles, Serges,
Mohair.. Batiste, Albat
rosses and
"Spring Novelties,
NEW EASTER
FOOTWEAR
IN THE (X)RRICer
STYLE10.
High and low cut /tierce
for women,
children and , men in
strictly lip-todate styles, comfortabl
e and dependable at the special
prices Ilhaintained
only by this store,

•••••••••••••••••••s r••••
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North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADW
AY

C

